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I. INTRODUCTION

A nomenclature systein is needed to provide separate mathematical identifications for

vestibular acceleration stimuli and related vestibular responses. The variety of acceleration

environments encountered in the flight and simulation phases of manned space operations has

broadened greatly tha stimulus range over whicl; the functional characteristics of the vestibular

system must be evaluated. The accelerations may be static or dynamic, linear or angular; they

may act singly, simultaneously, or jointly in cross-coupled Coriolis configurations. The evoked

vestibular responses are correspondingly simple or complex. A review of the accelerotion

literature reveals many independent terminologies and notations; these, using different environ-

mental or morphological references, limit optimal communication within and among the disci-

plines involved. Particularly significant is the absence of a formal man-referenced nomencla-

ture to identify vestibular stimuli in kinematic terms, an interpretation fundamental to the study

of motion and its biological effects.

A kinematics-based, man-referenced nomenclature directed specifically toward obtaining

quantitative mathematical descriptions and notations for physiological acceleration stimuli and

certain vestibular-related responses is proposed. Through kinematics, consistent definitions of

all motion parameters, e.g., displacement and velocity as well as acceleration, result whether

they pertain to a stimulus condition or tn a movement of a biological organ or receptor. Se-

lected morphological coordinates of man, rather than coordinates of some spatial environment

which may change, are proposed as the primary reference standard for presentation of stimulus

data.

The response nomenclature (Appendix) is similarly man-referenced and includes notation

recommendations to describe the instantaneous angular displacement, velocity, and accelera-

tion of the eyes so that static eye displacement and dynamic eye motion data can be mathemat-

ically identified and related to acceleration stimuli. Notation l is provided to identify the

spatial attitude cf visual targets commonly used to measure the subjective perception of the

direction of a static force field. Recommendations for the description of the theoretical motion

parameters and related theoretical biophysical characteristics of the cupu la- endo lymph elements

of the semicircular canals are also included.

The proposed nomenclature is also relevant to the general acceleration physiology area.

It affords researchers in this field an alternative system for describing stimuli in terms of applied

E	

accelerations without the conflicts inherent in systems based on reacting forces and torques.

The nomenclature does not cover all elements of the vestibular system; indeed, a comprehensive
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system covering all possible stimulus-response configurations is not feasible. On the other hand,

it does provide a set of acceleration standards which can find quantitative working application

in both the vestibular and general physiological acceleration areas. The development of more

inclusive standards must be the joint responsibility of all concerned with the biological effects

of acceleration.

II. BASIC ACCELERATION NOTATION

In this section, acceleration stimuli are defined by identifying separately the instantane-

ous resultant linear acceleration and the instantaneous resultant angular acceleration of the head

and resolving each into its components acting along or about three mutually or$ogonal cardinal

head axes. By this procedure, stimuli arising from different devices or vehicles can be resolved

into the same form for direct comparison of the acceleration environments. It is implicit through-

out that the discussed accelerations are real in that their existence can be detected by inertial

linear and inertial angular accelerometers and that they can produce actual displacements

of internal biological mass elements relative to the skull. It is implicit also, that the directions

of these stimuli, whether due to motion or gravitational action, are to be identified in the kine-

matical sense and thus linked to the applied forces of kinetics. Since the development of the

nomenclature is keyed to these r-)ints, a few fundamentals of kinematics, its relationship to

kinetics, and its representation of gravitational action will be recalled before presentation of

the actual stimulus notction.

In kinematics, the motion parameters of a body, e.g., displacement, velocity, and

acceleration are measured or calculated relative to some selected reference frame. The direction

of a motion, and the direction of changes in motion, of the body are identified in exact corres-

pondence with that which would be seen by an observer attached to the selected reference frame.

Every change in the magnitude or direction cf the velocity of the body relative to this frame is

accompanied by an acceleration of the body relative to the same frame; the direction of the

acceleration is symbolized by a vector drawn in the direction denoted by the observed velocity

change. If the reference frame is of inertial origin, i.e., if it is held in static alignment with

(or translates at constant velocity relative to) a point fixed in space, e.g., a ; ixed star, the

observed acceleration is said to be real. For most practical purposes a reference frame fixed to

the Earth's surface can be assumed to be of inertial origin if one accounts for gravitational action.

In many applications of kinematics, the direction of an acceleration relative to a body is

not particularly significant. As a result, an identification of the resultant linear and angular

acceleration of the body relative to directional references provided by the measurement frame is

2
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usually an adequate problem solution. However, the direction of an accele:rotion relative to

man is a critical determinant of the perceptual and physiological response to the stimulus.

Accordingly, an onotomicol reference frame must be established which will allow the directional

characteristics of an acceleration environment to be man-referenced. Thus if the resultant

acceleration of man is calculated initially relative to some directional reference of the environ- 	
s

ment, a definitive description of the stimulus will not result until t^ ,e direction of the acceler-

ation is further related to the selected anatomical reference frame.

Since man and his biological components possess the properties of moss,a kinematic descrip-

tion of his changes in motion is never really separated from a kinetic description of the force

which must be applied to him to effect the change in motion. In general, the direction of a

kinematics acceleration vector drawn to symbolize a change in motion of a body corresponds to

the direction that a force vector is drawn to symbolize the direction that a force must be applied

to the body to accomplish the -_!;;,,age in motion. Though it would be possible to develop a

nomenclature system based on the applied forces and torques of kinetics i•nther than the linear

and angular accelerations of kinematics, the latter approach has distinct advantages in terms of

numerical quantification of stimuli. The accelerations of kinematics are readily measured with

inertial accelerometers and can be treated quantitatively without reference to the physical

characteristics of man. An equivalent numeric identification of the forces and torques of

kinetics cannot be presented without precise knowledge of the mass and rotational inertia

characteristics of man. Although this knowledge is highly important, the development of a

consistent nomenclature need not await its acquisition.

A point of major concern to the proper application of the proposed nomenclature is that

when Earth's gravitational action on a body is described in terms of either an applied kinetic

force or an equivalent kinematic acceleration, the related force or acceleration vector is drawn

upward away from the Earth's surface. From the force viewpoint, a mass is held motionless on

the Earth's surface when the surface applies an upward-directed force to the mass which is equal

to the downward force exerted by the mass, i.e., weight, on the surface as a rest ► It of gravity.

This concept and the equivalence of gravitational action to acceleration can be interpreted as

follows: Consider a man standing at rest on the Earth's surface and assume, for the moment, that

the Earth's gravitational field is nonexistent. Let a force be applied to the man, which results

in his upward acceleration at increasing velc,city away from the Earth's surface. This change in

motion would be symbolized in kinematics by a linear acceleration vector drawn upward in align-

ment with an Earth-vertical axis; the applied force would be symbolized by a force vector drawn

3



in the some direction. During the period of acceleration, examine the direction of movement

of an internal biological element, s^v, for example, the heart. As a result of the inertio of

the heart, it will tend to maintain its origin^il resting state of motion Rven though the torso is

being accelerated upward. In other words, the heart is displaced downward relative to the

torso, the actual displacement being a function of the torso acceleration, the mass of the heart,

and the physical characteristics of its suspension system within the torso. Now consider the

actual environment where the gravitational fif'd is applied to man. For this case, the identic:i;

form of response condition arises when man stands motionless on the Earth's surface; the heart O's

displaced downward relative to the torso. In this context, kinematics equates gravitational

action to an upward acceleration.

This relationship between gravitational action and inertial acceleration is formally stated

by the "equivalence principle" which may be expressed as follows: The condition where a point

mass, M , is moving at an acceleration, a , relative to an inertial reference frame is indistin-

guishable from the condition where the same mass is held motionless but exposed to a gravita-

tional field, g' , when a = g. That is, »a is indistinguishable from mg . From the biological

viewpoint, C! a principle implies that man will not be able to sense the difference between the

condition where he stands motionless on the Earth's surface in its gravitational field and the

condition where he accelerates in free space (outside gravitationo' influence) at 32.2 ft/secs.

The relationship is readily observed on a practical basis when one makes a few selected

measurements with an inertial lines; accelerometer. Such an instrument is typified by trans-

ducers which obtain an electrical signal analog to the direction and magnitude of an acceler-

ation acting along a given axis through the measurement of the displacement of a sensing mass

relative to the transducer case. To illustrate, let the bidirectional sensing axis of such an

instrument be aligned always with an axis perpendicular to the Earth's surface; assume that the

transducer is oriented along this Earth-vertical axis so that when the case is accelerated upward

away from the Earth's surface, a positive output signal is produced; and lei° the magnitude of the

analog acc-leration output signal be expressed as a multiple of g = 32.2 ft/sec t .

When the accelerometer is held motionless, its output will be + 1 .09 denoting the upward

acceleration due to gravitational action. When the instrument is accelerated upward at

32.2 ft/sec", i.e., at a 1.09 rate, away from the surface, a +2.09 output will result. If the

instrument is allowed to free-fall, i.e., accelerate downward at 32.2 ft/sec t relative to the

Earth's surface, its output wi I I be 0.0 9 which denotes the weightless environment afforded by

such a condition. The kinematics description of gravitational action is further emphasized by

4
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noting that for a negative output signal to be produced (without altering t ►ie orientation of the

accelerometer), the instrument must be accelerated downward at a rate greater than the occeler-

otion of gravity. For example, the instrument would have to be accelerated downward relative

to the Earth's surface at 64.4 ft/sec`s to produce an output of - 1 .0 9 .

THE CARDINAL HEAD AXES AND PLANES

The cardinal axes of the head are defined as x, y, and z and describe an erect, right-

handed, rectangular Cartesian coordinate reference frame as illustrated in Figure 1 . These axes

and related cardinal planes of the head a ye anatomically established as follows: Th ':orizontal

plane of the head is defined by the highest point of both external auditory meati and the lowest

point of the two eye sockets; the y axis is the line joining the highest point of both external

auditory meati; the J: axis lies in the horizonto; head plane and intersects at right angles the

midpoint of the y axis; the z axis is the line erected perpendicular to the horizontal head

plane at the intersection of the x and y axes; the intersection of the mutually orthogonal x,

y, and z axes defines the origin of the reference frame.

To assign polarity sense to the cardinal head axes and to facilitate vector representation

of accelerations acting along and about these axes, t , J , and k are defined as unit vectors

directed along the X. y, and z axes, respectively.	 The positive directions of x, y, and z,

as defined by + t, +J, and +k, respectively, are toward the front, tov, 	 rd the left, and toward

the vertex of the head, respectively. The yz, xz, and xy planes identify the frontal, mid-

sagittal, and horizontal planes of the head, respectively. For angular motions the x, y, and z

axes correspond to the roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively, of the head.

RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELERATION

General Notation

The instantaneous resultant linear acceleration of the heed is to be identified in the

kinematical sense and symbolized by the vecto A; the	 s'iaiI include the contri-

bution of grcv,°itational action as well as all accelerations which occL-r as a result of movement

relative to a fixed reference frame considered to be of inertial origin. For vestibular applications

A can be described by its components acting along each of the three cardinal head axes. These

componeni-.- are identified as A x , A y , acid A, and individually represent the projection of A

to the x, y, and z head axes, respectively, as illustrated at the top left in Figure 2. When

it is desired to express A in vector equation form, the t, 	 and k unit vectors may be utilized
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VESTIBULAR NOMENCLATURE	 BASIC LINEAR AND ANGULAR ACCELERATION STIMULI NOTATION

INSTANTANEOUS RESULTANT LINEAR AC('F I F.FIATION OF THE HEAD INSTANTANEOUS RESULTANT ANGULAR ACCELERATION OF THE HEAD
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to establish directional references so that the resultant linear acceleration of the skull can be

identified as

A = t Ax + JA Y + k AZ

where the absolute magnitude of A is

A ! _ (A x 2 + A Y 2 + A Z2)i

It is implicit that any of these accelerations may be time dependent so that A = A (t),

A x - A x (t, ), A y - A y ( t ), and A, = A Z (t).

When it is desired to describe A by identifying the magnitude and direction of each of

the A x , A Y and A Z components without a unit vector prefix, the common convention of using

a plus or minus sign to denote the direction of the component along the pertinent head axis can

be followed. In all cases the polarity sign used to denote the direction of the component will

derive from the polarity sense established for the cardinal head axes. For example, the symbol

A, describes the component of the resultant linear acceleration of the head directed along the

o (head-foot) axis. When the component is directed along the +z axis to represent upward

acceleration of the subject, positive values of A Z result; when directed along the - z axis

to represent downward acceleration, negative values of A,, result. When it is desired to

specify the direction of A Z in general terms, the notation + A Z or -- A Z can be used to denote

upward (headward) or dcwnwa! ,d (footward) directed acceleration. It follows that the directional

characteristics of the components of A are generally identified as

+ A x = fronrwaid linear acceleration

- A x = backward linear acceleration

+ A Y = leftward l inear acceleration

- Ay, = rightward linear acceleration

+ A , = upward (headword) linear acceleration

- A Z = downward (footward) linear acceleration

The vector representation of each of the above components is illustrated in the sketch at the

bottom left in Figure 2.
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Magnitude/Direction Notation

Independent control of the magnitude and direction parameters of an acceleration stimulus

acting solely within a single cardinal head plane represents a fundamental experimental approach

to the study of the response characteristics of the vestibular system. This approach is exempli-

fied by centrifuge studies concerned with the static response of the linear acceleration recep-

tors and involving variations in steady-state centrifuge velocity and subject head tilt to obtain

a change in magnitude and/or direction of the resultant of the accelerations due to gravitational

and centripetal action. In such experimental situations analytical advantages can be gained if

the magnitude and direction parameters of the acceleration, acting in the given head plane can

be separately identified.

This identification, in a form fully related to the previously defined A,, , A,, , and A ,

nomenclature, is afforded by conventional vector shorthand notation which allows an acceler-

ation vector A to be written as A = I A I L 0 , With this representation the absolute magni-

tude of the acceleration vector is identified as 	 A j ; the morphological orientation of this

vector relative to the anatomical reference frame of the subject is identified by the angle 0

(lower case Greek phi, sometimes 0). The nomenclature makes this notation definitive for each

of the three cardinal head planes as follows. The projections of the resultant linear acceleration

vector A to the frontal yz, mid-scgittal xz, and horizontal xy head planes are identified

as A Y Z , A X Z, and A x y , respectively, as i I lustrated in the three - dimensional sketch shown of

the top in Figure 3. The orientation of these planar vectors in their related planes is ident;Red

by the angles Ox, O Y , and Oz which measure the angular deviation of the planar vectors from

a given head reference axis. Application of the vector shorthand notation results in a

A YZ = AYZ IL O x , A xz = A X Z I' L 0 Y , and A x y	 A X Y IL 0Z magnitude/direction descrip-

tion of the planar components of A acting in three cardinal head planes. A double subscript

denoting the head plane of concern is used to distinguish between the planar vectors; each of the

direction angles are distinguished by a single subscript which denotes the cardinal head axis

about which the directional changes in the related planar vector occur.

A pictorial summary of the magnitude/direction notation for each of the cardinal head

planes is shown in the two-dimensional sketches at the bottom in Figure 3. The mathematical

relationships between this notation and the related A X , A Y , and A 7 axial components of A

are summarized by the equations listed beneath the sketches As shown in the sketch at the

lower left, the + z head axis serves as reference for the Ox angular measure of the direction

I ^i'%1.
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of A Y Z in the frontal yz head plane; when A,, z is directed upward along the z axis,
,^ X - Oo . It can be inferred that whenever a change occurs in the morphological orientation

of the A„ Z vector in this plane, the change is fully equivalent to rotation of the vector about

the x head axis; hence the .;' subscript of OX . On an intuitive basis, when a subject stands

in a head erect posture in a normal gravitational fiend (i.e., with the + z head axis in align-

ment with the direction of A ), changes in the direction of A will occur in the frontal yz

plane when the head is rolled toward the left or right shoulder, viz., when the head is rotated

about its x head axis.

The notation follows correspondingly for the mid-sagittal xz plane as illustrated at the

lower center in Figure 3. The head erect posture relative to A X Z again serves as reference for

measurement of the angle 0,. where 0, = O o when A X Z is directed upward along the + z

head axis. The y subscript of 0,, also follows since changes in the orientation of A XZ in

the mid-sagittal x4 plane occur when the head is pitched frontward or backward, i.e., rotated

about the y head axis. For the horizontal Xy head plane, illustrated  at the lower right in

Figure 3, the supine posture serves as reference for measurement of the direction of A X r where

0Z = Oo when A X y is directed along the +x head axis. For this orientation yaw-type head

tilts about the 4 axis lead to changes in the orientation of A,,, in the horizontal xy head

plane.

The drafting conventions of Figure 3 for the display of the three cardinal head axes are

also adopted in all subsequent discussions involving the magnitude/direction nolation. The

fronta I w z' , mid--sagitta I x z , and horizonta I x y head planes wi I l a Iways be drawn as soen by

an observer viewing the subject from the direction of his +x, + y, and +z head axes, respec-

tively, i.e.. as seen from the front, to the left, and above the subject. Further, the + z head

axis will be drown upright in alignment with the long (vertical) dimension of the page in the

frontal yz and mid-sagittal xz views; the +x head axis will be placed in similar alignment for

the horizontal xy view.

Using these conventions, each of the three planar vectors will be in its zero reference

position ( 0 _= 00 ) when drawn upright on the page. In accordance with standard trigonometric

practice, the measurement of 0 as a positive or negative angle when the planar vector is

displaced away from its zero reference position follows identically for each plane. That is, 0

is measured as a positive angle when the planar vector is angularly displaced in the direction

produced by counterclockwise (CCW) rotation of the vecto r away from its zero reference

10
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VESTIBULAR	 NOMENCLATURE	 LINEAR ACCELERATION — MAGNITUDE / DIRECTION	 NOTATION
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position as viewed in Figure 3. An angular displacement of the planar vector in the direction

produced by clockwise (CW) rotation away from the zero reference position is measured as a

negative 0 angle. Since A Y Z , A X Z , and A xe, are all drawn in comparable CCW displace-

ments in the three sketches at the bottom in Figure 3, the direction of these vectors in their

related planes is described by equal and positive 0 angles; in this case OX = Oy = 0, = + 450 ,

(It should be recognized that coterminal angles, e.g., 0 = + 45 0 and 0 _ - 3150 , provide

identical descriptions of the morphological orientation of the planar vector.)

A further clarification of these conventions can be gained by treating each sketch in

Figure 3 independently and assuming that the related planar vector describes the acceleration

due to gravitational action. Thus for the sketch at the left where A,,, is shown at an orienta-

tion of 0X = + 450 in the frontal yz plane, this condition would ui i ive if the head were

rolled 450 away from the head erect posture in the direction of the left shoulder. For the center

sketch, the 0 y = + 450 orientation of A XZ would result if the head were pitched back 450

away from the erect posture; for the right sketch, the 0 Z = + 450 orientation of A X ,, would

result if the head were yawed 45 0 toward the right away from the supine posture. Note espe-

cially how, by the use of the described drafting conventions, the sketches emphasize that the

polarity of 0 depends upon the direction of movement of the vector relative to man and not

vice versa. The head axes serve as measurement references and remain fixed; it is the vector A

which deviates through the angle 0 in each case.

The magnitude/direction notation also is applicable in the description of dynamic linear

acceleration stimuli involving time variations in the morphological orientation of a planar

vector. This is typified by experiments involving constant velocity rotation of a subject about

an Earth- horizontal axis where one of the cardinal head axes is aligned with the rotational axis.

In ',1	 situation, a single cardinal head plane is continually reoriented relative to the Earth's

gravitational field; hence the absolute magnitude, but not the direction of the stimulus, can be

regarded as constant. For stimuli of this form, the positive polarity sense of rotation of the

planar vector is established by the right-hand rule of rotation. When the thumb of the right

hand is pointed in the direction of the positive head axis about which rotation of the planar

acceleration vector occurs (the axis denoted by the 0 subscript) the positive sense of rotation

of '-he vector is in the direction denoted by the curl of the fingers, i.e., the CCW direction for

each of the three head planes as viewed in Figure 3,

Asa practical shortcut, it should be observed that the same right-hand rule can be used to

determine if 0 should be measured as a positive or negative angle under static stimulus conditions.
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This can be illustrated for small head tilt angles by referring to the frontal view shown at the

lower left in Figure 3. When the thumb is pointed along the +x head axis (out of the page),

the curl of the fingers denotes the positive sense of rotation of A y Z away from its 0. = 0 

position. Since A y Z as drawn in this figure is in a position which would result from the CCW

displacement indicated by the curl of the fingers, ¢X is measured as a positive angle. If AyZ

were drown in the + u , + z head quadrant, i .e., were rotated in the direction opposite to that 	 I

indicated by the curl of the fingers, 0X would be measured as a negative angle.

Dimensional knits

The basic dimensions of linear acceleration describing the magnitude of the resultant

linear acceleration A, its planar projections A .-  , A X Z , and A X y , and its axial components

A X , A y , and A Z are length/time 2 without exception. These accelerations may be expressed

c irectly in these dimensions, typically ft/sec t (cm/sec t ), or as a multiple of the Earth's stand-

and gravitational acceleration at sea level which is identified in scalar form as g = go =

32.174 ft/sec t (980.665 cm/sec t ). For example, the level of an acceleration with a magni-

tude equal to three times the gravitational reference may be described as either 96.522 ft/sect

or as 3.0 g since 3.0 g = (3)(32.174 ft/sec t ) .

RESULTANT ANGULAR ACCELERATION

General Notation

The instantaneous resultant angular acceleration of the head relative to a fixed reference

frame considered to be of inertial orgin shall be identified in the kinematical sensf- and symbol-

ized by the vector a (lower case Greek alpha). For vestibular application, a can be described

by its components acting about each of the three cardinal head axes. These components of a

are identified as a X , a y , and a Z , and individually represent the projection of a to the x,

Y , and z head axes, respectively, as illustrated at the upper right in Figure 2 (p. 7) . When

it is desired to express a in vector equation form, the t , J, and k unit vectors directed along

the x, y, and z head axes, respectively, may be utilized to establish directional references

such that the resultant angular acceleration of the skull can be identified as

a=ia X +,jay+k«z

where the absolute magnitude of a is

I a 	 (a X I + ay 2 + aZ 2 ) 2

13



It is implicit that any of these angular accelerations may be time dependent so that a	 a (t ),

a X	ax ('v), a y	a y (t), and a Z = a, (t). When it is desired to describe a by listing

separately the individual a x , a y , and a Z components without a unit vector prefix, the

common convention of assigning a positive or negative sign to the component to denote its

direction about the pertinent head axis can be followed. 'The polarity sense of the angular

accelerations are identical to the polarity sense established by application of the right-hand

rule of rotation to the cardinal head axes. (When the fingers of the right hand are curled

about the rotational axis in the directional sense of the angular acceleration, the motion is

described by an angular acceleration vector drawn in the direction denoted by the thumb.)

Thus when the head is angularly accelerated about the z head axis in the CCW direction as

viewed from above, the stimulus direction is described by an angular acceleration vector drawn

upward along the + z head axi s to denote a positive value of a, . Conversely, if the angular

acceleration is in the CW direction, the vector will be drawn downward along the - z head

axis to denote a negative v(:lue of a  . Letting the x, y, and z axes represent the roll, pitch,

and yaw axes of the head, the directional characteristics of the axial components of a are

identifie- as

+a, = rol I rightward angular acceleration

- a X = roll leftward angular acceleration

+a y = pitch downward angular acceleration

- ay = pitch upward angu l ar acceleration,

+ a Z = yaw leftward angular acceleration

- a Z = yaw rightward angular acceleration

The vector representation of each of the above components is i I lustrated in the sketch at the

bottom right in Figu; ,-e 2.

Magnitude/Direction Notation

As with the linear acceleration stimulus, analytical advantages result when the magni-

tude and direction of the resultant angular acceleration of the head are separately identified

in vector shorthand notation as a = a I L	 With this representation the absolute magnitude

of a acting in a given head plane is identified as ja I with an appropriate double subscript

to denote the cardinal head plane of concern. The instantaneous morphological orientation or

direction of a in the some cardinal head plane is identified as 0 (lower case Greek beta)

14



with an appropriate single subscript to denote the cardinal head axis about which the changes in

orientation of the stimulus occur. The basic elements of the magnitude/direction notation for

each of the three cardinal head planes are presented in Figure 4. In the three-dimensional

sketch shown at the top, the projections of the resultant angular acceleration vector a +o the

frontal yz, sagitta) x4 , and horizontal xy planes are identified in vector form as a Y Z, Ux Z,

and a. Y , respectively; the angular orientation of these vector projections within the same

three head planes are identified by the direction angles Nx , gy, and 0, , respectively.

As may be observed by comparing Figure 4 to Figure 3, the magnitude/direction notation

for the angular vectors follows identically that shown for the linear vectors except for the

symbols proper. Thus the component of a in the frontal yz plane is a Y Z = ` a Y Z I fl, where

fax = Oo when a  Z is aligned with the + z head axis; the sag ittaI plane component is a x Z

a x Z I L g y where fly = Oo when ax z is aligned with the + z head axis; and the horizontal

x y plane component is ax Y = l ax Y JL0 z where 0, =  Oo when a x y is aligned with the +x

head axis.

Dimensional Units

The basic units of angular acceleration which describe the magnitude of the resultant

angular acceleration a, its planar components Uyz, ax, , and axy , or its axial components

ax , a  , and a z are angu lar measure/time a genera I ly expressed as rad/sec ' or deg/sec'. Care

should be taken to note that most equations used for calculation of acceleration stimuli produced

by rotation require all ang-olar measures to be expressed in radian form.

III. DISCUSSION AND RATIONALE

Although a man-referenced kinematics nomenclature hc,s not been presented formally in

biological literature, it has been generally used in the vestibular area in the discussion of

angular motion stimuli and associated responses. For example, a CCW angular accelt •ation of

the skull from rest as viewed from a stationary position above is described as producing CW

angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration of a nonrigidly coupled sensing element, such

as the cupula-endolymph system of the semicircular canals, relative to the skull.

With linear motion stimuli of static form, however, the vestibular area has often shifted

reference to a "reaction force" rather than an "applied force" or an "applied acceleration"

concept of vestibular stimulation (classically, centrifugal force rather than centripetal acceler-

ation) and has sometimes used the Gx, G Y , and Gz reaction notation formalized for the

physiological acceleration field to identify the stimuli. This shift of reference is a natural
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outgrowth of Ay studies concerned with the Static or steady-state response of a biological

system, say the displacement of the heart or the form of an illusion, where the dynamics of

the situation, i.e.,, the transition from one acceleration state to another, was nut of primary

concern. Although this viewpoint serves well in such applications, the reaction approach is

not directly concerned with the instantaneous linear and angular accelerations of man from 	 i

which the applied physiological forces and torques may be derived, but with the reacting forces

or torques produced by the applied accelerations.

It might be argued that either concept, "action" in terms of applied accelerations or

forces or "reaction" in terms of reacting forces, will describe the biological stimuli of concern

equally well, if proper recognition is made of the polarity and dimensional unit differences

between the two systems; i.e., an applied acceleration to the right leads to a leftward directed

reaction force. However, in the vestibular area, attention must be given to how the motions of

man are physiologically sensed and psychologically interpreted or perceived in various force

environments; i.e., to the study of the transduction characteristics of the various mechanisms and

systems involved in establishing a particular biological mode of response to motion.

A classical example is the response of the semicircular canals to angular motion stimuli

where it may be desired to o!,toin quantified relationships between the instantaneous angular

acceleration of the skull, the instantaneous angular displacement of the cupu la- endolymph,

and the instantaneous angular velocity of the eyes during the slow component of nystagmus.

Another example would be the relation of the subjective perception of linear motion, say linear

velocity, to change in magnitude of the linear acceleration, i.e., jerk, of the head. In

essence, a stimulus notation is required which defines acceleration in the same content as

displacement and velocity so that the motion as well as the applied force characteristics of

vestibular stimuli can be described with a single, unified language.

When such motions are described kinematically, the same rules for determining the

polarity sense or directional nature of the event apply throughout, whether it be a head acceler-

ation, a biological sensor displacement, an eye velocity, or a visual target displacement,

even though different reference frames or coordinates may be used for measurement of each

event. In effect, the direction of the instantaneous linear or angular displacement, velocity,

or acceleration of a mass relative to some reference frame is as actually viewed by an observer

fixed to that frame. Most simply, if the linear velocity of the head is increasing in a given

direction, the head is being accelerated in that direction; if a biological sensor is moving with

increasing velocity toward the rear of the skull, it is being accelerated to the rear; if the eyes
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are rotating to the right with increasing angular velocity, they are being angularly accelerated

to the right.

Two additional advantac s en ourage the selection of the kinematical rendition of acceler-

ation stimuli. The first involves the octual calculation of a particular acceleration stimulus

generated by a known motion profile of a vehicle or research device. When one calculates the

instantaneous spatial coordinates and orientation of the vehicle relative to a fixed reference

frame, the directional nature or polarity of the accelerations arrived at in these calculations

will be those of kinematics. The second point involves the actual measurement of acceleration.

With the conventions of the instrumentation field, the analog output signals of accelerometers

(whether of linear or angular form) indicate acceleration directions identical to those of kine-

matics. To summarize, the directions of kinematically expressed Jcceleratiorl stimuli are

defined as they would be visually observed, mathematically calculated, and physically measured.

SELECTION OF THE BASIC NOTATION

Morphological Reference F rame

The symbolic identification of the c.cardinal head axes as X. Y. and z, and the anatom-

ical directions denoted by these symbols were chosen to correspond, in general, with the X, Y,

ai-id Z symbols and the denoted anatomical directions of the existing G and R "reaction" term-

inology. However, lower case symbols are used to draw attention to the fact ? , gat differences

exist between the two systems in terms of axis polarity. The Z , j, k unit vectors follow mat'

einatical convention in being assigned to the x, u, and z axes, respectively. With the mutu-

ally orthogonal orientation of the x, y, and z axes and the polarity sense identified by the Z ,

i, and if unit vectors, the morphological reference system is defined by a right-handed refer-

ence frame. It follows that conventional analytical procedures of vector algebra can be utilized

in the calculation of vestibular stimuli presented by inertial motion, of the head reference frame.

The particular anatomical reference selected for the x, y, and z head axes is established

by Polyak's (ref. 7) definition of the horizontal plane of the head. With this definition the z

(vertex-base) head axis is for al I *practical purposes aligned with the Earth's gravitational field

when a subject maintains an upright and head-erect posture with the nuiizontal xy head plane

lying in an Earil • h-horizontal plane. Of practical advantage is the ease with which the cardinal

axes can be located with respect to the exterior landmarks provided by the primary definitions.

It should be noted that this anatomical definition of the cardinal head axes is not meant

to describe the primary sensing axes or planes of the linear and angular motion receptors of the
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labyrinth. In contradistinction, it is intended that these axes provide a readily discernible

anatomical reference to which experimentally derived stimulus-response parameters can be

easily related and, more important in many situations, provide a reference of practical advan-

tage to the actual measurement of such data. As an example, consider the problem of determin-

ing the angular acceleration stimulus presented to the horizontal semicircular canals. If the z
i

head axis were treated as the primary axis of sensitivity of the canals, the component of the

resultant angular acceleration of the head acting about this axis, i.e., U Z , would serve as

an adequate description of the stimulus. However, since the horizontal canals are generally

accepted as lying in a head plane tilted back in the range of loo to 400 from the horizontal

xy head plane herein defined, a head axis tilted back correspondingly in the midsagittal plane

away from the z axis would better serve as the axis of sensitivity. Such a situation is readily

treated with the nomenclature by merely calculating the component of the resultant acceler-

at-ion acting along the anatomical axi. of interest and using the x, y, and z head axes as

reference to define the orientation of the particular axis.

It should be mentioned that the common designation of the x, y, and z head or body

axes as the roll, pitch, and vow axes, respectively, though of vehicular- rather than biological

origin, has certain advantages when applied to this nomenclature. For example, the directional

nature of angular motions whether they be of the head, eye, or a visual target can be described

in identical form as motions which occur about the roll, pitch, and yaw axes, e.g., a pitch-

downward angular acceleration of the head, a pitch-upward motion of the eye, and a pitch-

downward displacement of a visual forget. If other descriptive references are used, their appli-

cation is not always so compatible. For example, the expressions "somersault forward, " "cart-

wheel left, " and "twist left" (ref. 6) quite adequately describe pitch forward, roll left, and yaw

left angular motions of the whole body but are semantically awkward when applied to equivalent

motions of the head, eyes, or a visual target.

Resultant Acceleration Sy mbols

The primary factor involved in the selection of notation to describe the resultant acceler-

ations of man was the need to use symbols which differed from the G and R identifications of

existing reaction nomenclature in order to draw sharp attention to the fact that the nomenclature

of this paper is directly concerned with applied biological accelerations and not with reaction

forces or torques. The selection of A and a to denote the resultant linear and angular acceler-

ations, respectively, is an obvious choice because of their extensive usage in physics to denote

the same parameters. The a symbol has also found wide acceptance in the vestibular c.ren
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as a description of angular acceleration. An upper case A is used to pre-tent conflict with the

lower case a used in the NASA aircraft acceleration nomenclature.

The I A I L 0 and I a I L fl magnitude/direction notation follows conventional vector

shorthand practices in which the symbol 0 has been selected because of its long usage in centri-

fuge studies to denote the direction of the resultant linear acceleration relative to an Earth-

vertical reference axis. The direction of the resultant angular acceleration vector acting in a

given head plane is identified by a different symbol 0 since, in many experimental situations,

A and a will not be identically oriented.

RELATION TO THE G AND R REACTION SYMBOL

To establish the relationships which exist between the A and a notation of the proposed

kinematics nomenclature and the G and R notation (refs. 2,4,6) of the reaction nomenclature,

a brief comparative outline of the two systems is presented. It should be noted that the notation

of the kinematics system can find immediate application in the physiological acceleration stress/

tolerance area as well as in the vestibular area by merely extending the x, y, and z definitions

of the cardinal head cxes to the body. There cannot be a similar joint application of the reaction

system since only reading forces and torques are dealt with. In effect, the reaction system is

related to the kinematic system only to the extent that it describes forces or torques which arise

in response to, and are oppositely directed to, the applied linear and angular physiological

accelerations of man. These points are well discussed by Dixon and Patterson (ref. 3) in their

monograph on the determination of physiological stimuli in centrifuges and in flight.

With the "reaction" terminology, three mutually orthogonal cardinal axes of man, iden-

tified by upper case X, Y, and Z, comprise a right-handed rectangular Cartesian coordinate

frame which is drawn inverted relative to the head erect posture. The general morphological

direction identified by each of these axes is as follows: The X axis denotes the front-back or

anteroposterior direction; the Y axis denotes the left-right or side-to-side direction, and the

Z axis the cephalocaudal, up-down, or head-foot dimension. Directional polarity of these axes

is such that the + X axis is directed toward the back of man, + Y toward the left, and + Z down-

ward toward the feet.

The symbols G and R are used to indicate reaction force and reaction torque, respectively;

their components acting along or about each of the X, Y, and Z axes are identified by the

appropriate subscript. Acc-)rdingly, the components of reaction force are G,,, G., and G,

while the reaction torque components are R, , R v , and R,, respectively. In general, R is
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treated as only symbolic notation for angular reaction and the dot superscript does not neces-

sarily denote mathematical shorthand for the first time-derivative of an angular-velocity-related

quantity R acting about the same axis.

The magnitude and direction components of the reaction forces can then be described by

linear force vectors drawn along the X, Y, and Z axes in the appropriate directions, while the	 i

reaction torques can be described by angular torque vectors drawn along the some axes. Thus

+ Gx, + Gy , and + G Z denote reaction forces directed along the + X (toward the back), + Y

(toward the left), and + Z (toward the feet) axes, respectively. Similarly + R X , + R y , and + R 

denote reaction torques which act about the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, in a CCW direc-

tion as viewed by an observer from the direction denoted by the + X, + Y, and + Z axes. These

"reaction" relationships are summarized pictorially at the right in Figure 5.

With the kinematics nomenclature of this paper, the cardinal axes of man are similarly

identified as x, y, and z and define a right-handed rectangular Cartesian coordinate frame,

but one which is drawn erect relative to the head erect posture. Importantly, these x , y , and

z axes denote morphological directions which are identical, except for polarity to the X, Y,

and Z axes of the reaction nomenclature. Directional polarities are such that +x is directed

toward the front, + y toward the left, and + z upward towa°d the vertex of the head. The

symbols A and a are used to denote the resultant linear and the resultant angular acceleration,

respectively; their components acting along or about each of the x, y, and z axes are identi-

fied by the appropriate subscript. Accordingly, +A,  , +A,, and +A z denote linear

accelerations which are directed along the +x (toward the front), + y (toward the left), and

+ z (toward the vertex) axes. Similarly, + cxx , + a y , and + a z denote CCW angular acceler-

ation about the x , Y, and z axes, respectively, as observed from the directions denoted by

the positive sense of these axes. These elements of the kinematics nomenclature are depicted at

the left in Figure 5.

These relationships between the two ^,<,tems may be summarized as follows:

+A X (frontward) linear acceleration leads to a + G X (backward) reaction force;

F A y (leftward) linear acceleration IeaGs to a - G  (rightward) reaction force;

+ A z (headword) linear acceleration leads to a + Gz (footward) reaction force;

+U X (roll right) angular acceleration leads to a +RX (roll left) reaction torque;

+a	 itch down a ngular acceleration leads to a - R (pitch u reaction torque;y (p	 )	 9	 y p ^	 p)	 q ,

+U Z (yaw left) angular acceleration leads to a +R z (yaw right) reaction torque.
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By making erect the orientation of the .xyz frame, a one-to-one polarity correspondence

between the "kinematics" and "reaction" notation can be achieved for two of the three axes.

To illustrate, aircraft maneuvers classically described as exposing a pilot to "positive acceler-

ation" or "negative acceleration" along the head-foot axis are equivalently described in both

systems by accelerations A, or reactions G, of the same polarity. That is, a "positive acceler-

ation" of the aircraft results in a headword acceleration directed along the +- z head axis and	 f

is identified as + A,; this acceleration leads to a footward displacement of the heart along the

+ Z axis and is identified as a + G, reaction. Equally important, A, and G, both are positive

for man standing erect in the normal terrestrial environment.

The same polarity correspondence holds for accelerations along the x axis where -+- A,;

accelerations lead to +GX reactions. Since the majority of the acceleration stress/tolerance

data that have been collected deals primarily with accelerations directed along the .-C and z

head axes, little chance for semantic difficulties will arise in discussions of the directional

nature of such stimuli since accelerations denoted of one polarity will lead to reactions of the

same polarity; i.e., +A X and +A Z lead to +GX and +G, , respectively.

This polarity correspondence cannot be achieved for all three axes, however, since the

positive y and Y axes are identically directed to the left of man. If either of these axes were

reversed and directed toward the right to accomplish this ideal polarity correspondence, the

related reference frame would become of left-handed form. Since the conventions of mathemat-

ical analyses of motion require the .x yz kinematic frame to be right-handed, full correspond-

ence could be achieved best b reversing the Y axis of the reaction frame, as did Dixon and

Patterson ref. 3), since this latter frame does not have such a mathei-natical requirement.

One further distinguishing feature between the two systems that is of major significance

involves the dimensions or units selected to describe quantitatively the magnitude of a stimulus.

With the reaction symbols the units are properly those of force or torque. An absolute, quanti-

fied description of the magnitude of the G X , G y , and G, symbols cannot be given i-nless the

mass of the biological specimen is known; similarly, the rotational inertia of the specimen must

be established before RX, R,,, and R Z can be quantitatively identified. Yet even when these

data are known, confusion can result since the calculated values of the G and R stimuli will

differ for two individuals exposed to the same force environment unless their bodies have identi-

cal mass and rotational inertia characteristics. A partial solution for the linear reaction force

is afforded by the upper case G symbol which can be treated as a gravitationally normalized

force as well as the ratio between an actual acceleration and the gravitational acceleration q.
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That is, it becomes possible to express the magnitude of the G,,, G Y , and Gz symbols as a

multiple of G ; e.g., G,, = 3.0 G . However, one is now confronted with the problem that

since G is dimensionless, G.,, G Y , and G= also become dimensionless, an obvious conflict

with the original force unit definition. Even this approach is not available for describing

quantitatively the R X , R  , and R, torques.

No such problems arise with the quantitative description of the magnitude of the

kinematics-based symbols since, by definition, the units of A,,, A Y , and A, are those of

linear acceleration while the units of a x , a Y , and a, are those of angular acceleration.

Thus the linear acceleration components possess the units of length/time 2 and can be described

directly in these dimensions or as a multiple of the lower case 9 symbol, e.g., Ax = 3.0 9 .

Since q = go is a physical constant, 32.174 ft/sec t , describing the standard gravitational

acceleration, no questions can arise relative to the parameter, i.e., acceleration, being

described or quantified. Because of 	 acceleration dimensions, the lower case 9 cannot be

used to describe the magnitude of the G,,, G Y , and G, reactions. Conversely, it would be

in error to describe the magnitude of the A., , A,, , and A , symbols with the upper case G

symbol; i.e., A x X 3.0 G, since G is dimensionless, while A x possesses length/sec s units.

To emphasize, the units of the A and a symbols are those of acceleration, at alt times and for

all conditions, without qualification.

IV. RECOMMENDED APPLICATION FORMAT

In the application of this nomenclature, each stimulus condition is to be described by

separate identificatior.3 of the resultant linear acceleration A and the resultant angular acceler-

ation a of the head using the cardinal x, -U, and 2 axes as directional reference. The nomen-

cloture in its most basic form has provided these identifications in the two vector equationii

A=Z A X +jA Y +k AZ

a = z oe x + j a Y + ka Z

It is not intended to recommend that physiological acceleration stimuli should be defined

always in the vector form summarized by equation set (1) . Although these equations offer

advantages in simplicity of expression, a fully equivalent format can result if A and a are
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described by merely listing the magnitude and direction of each component acting along or

about the three cardinal head (body) axes, as follows:

A x= t [	 ] ft/sec 2	 a x = t[	 ] rod/sec

A Y = _ [	 ] ft/sec 2	 ay = t [	 ] rad/sec "	 (2)

A z = f [	 ] ft/sec t 	a z =	 [	 ] rad/sec`

where the magnitude of each acceleration component would be entered within the brackets

while its direction along or about the axis would be denoted by attaching the proper polarity

sign prefix. Since this form of identification describes the direction as well as scalar magnitude

of each acceleration component, it lends itself directly to either vector interpretation or scalar

numerical quantification of the stimuli.

When the vector shorthand, magnitude/direction notation is used, A and a are described

in terms of their magnitude and direction in each of the three cardinal head planes, i.e., the

frontal yz plane, the sagittal xz plane, and the horizontal xy plane, Definition of the over-

all acceleration stimuli will derive from

A yz = I A yz I L Ox
	

ayz	 ayzILOx

A xz = I A x  ILOy
	

« xz = Iaxz ILay	 (3)

Axy = ( Axy I L Oz	 a xy = I axy 144

which are mathematically related to the acceleration components along or about the x, y, and

z axes as shown in the equations listed at the bottom in Figure 3 and Figure 4, In most vestib-

ular applications this notation will be of advantage only when the stimulus is selected so as to

act solely within one of the three cardinal lead planes. For this condition A or a will be

defined by a single member of equation set (3).

Thus equation sets (1), (2), and (3) offer three alternative methods or formats to identify

the resultant linear acceleration A and the resultant angular acceleration a which comprise

the basic vestibular stimuli. Of these formats, equation set (2) has particular application in

describing the acceleration profile of a vehicle or a device whose motion characteristics are not

fully known on an a priori basis. In such a measurement task, it is common instrumentation

practice to use inertial linear and angular accelerometers as the primary transducers, each unit
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being bidirectionally responsive to accelerations occurring along or about a single axis of

sensitivity. Since the vehicle motion can occur with six degrees of freedom, a minimum of

three linear and three angular accelerometers is required.

Usually, one linear and one angular accelerometer are assigned to each of three measure-

ment axes made mutually orthogonal for simplicity of data reduction and for optimal utilization

of the full-scale sensitivity rating of each transducer. In vehicular environments, e.g., air-

craft, missiles, and naval vessels, the three mutually orthogonal axes of accelerometer sensi-

tivity are typically aligned with the roll, pitch, and yaw motion axes of the vehicle proper.

The magnitude-time display of the output from the six accelerometers then represents an analog

dis, lay of the over-all linear and angular acceleration profile which is in a format completely

compatible with the man-referenced format of equation set (2). A vestibular investigator may

readily convert the data to the man-referenced form after noting the relative orientation

between the vehicle and the biological station of interest. It would be even more advantageous

for vestibular investigators concerned with the determination of A and a at a particular station

within a vehicle to request measurement personnel, whenever possible, to orient their acceler-

ometers along and about axes which correspond in direction and polarity to the morphological

axes of the man positioned at that station.

The individual components of A and a as listed in equation set (2) can also be used to

derive the magnitude and morphological direction of the over-all stimulus as well. That is, the

absolute magnitud of A and a are described simply as

JA I=(A X 2 +AY2+AZ2)s
z	 (4)

a I = (a X 2 + a Y 2 + a Z 2 )

respectively. The orientation of the A and a vectors relative to the anatomical axes can be

visualized, as well as quantified, by noting that the ratio of the magnitude of a single axial

acceleration component to the absolute magnitude of the resultant acceleration vector is equal

to the cosine of the angle between the vector and the head axis along which the axial compo-

nent is directed. For example, the ratio A,/  ( A I is the cosine of the angle between A and

the x head axis; the ratio a Z / 1 a 1 is the cosine of the angle between a and the z head

axis. Even more importa,it is the point that if a vestibular stimulus is described in terms of its

A X , A Y , A z , ax , a y , and a, components within this rectangular Cartesian format, the data
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can be readily transformed to cylindrical, polar, or other mathematical coordinate systems that

may be more sui'ed analytically to specific research applications.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The kinematics nomenclature system is illustrated in the following sections through its

application to some typical stimulus configurations encountered in vestibular research. In gen-

eral, the examples are directed toward the beginning vestibular worker to demonstrate the ease

with which actual experimental stimuli and related responses may be incorporated in the proposed

nomenclature system. For this reason, stimulus cor^ikgurations involving minimal use of mathe-

matics have been selected, and emphasis placed on the details of concept rather than rigor of

notation. Though vector operations are held to a minimum in these simple examples, it should

be obvious to the vestibular worker studying acceleration environments of a more complex nature

that the most productive analytical results will be achieved through the full utilization of vector

mathematics.

Earth- Vertical Rotation

The motion parameters of a simple fixed-radius centrifuge, e.g., the one illustrated in

Figure 6, which rotates about an Earth-vertical axis V-V' are to be defined as follows: Let the

instantaneous angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the device about `,-V' be

identified in dot notation as 6 v , 6 v , and ® „ (lower case Greek theta) . Measure 9„ as the

EARTH VERTICAL ROTATION : SIMPL.E CENTRIFUGE

Figure 6

Elevation and plan views of a simple fixed-radius centrifuge which rotates about an

Earth-vertical axis V- V' with an instantaneous angular displacement, velocity, and

acceleration of 0, , 9v , 9„ , respectively, where 9„ is measured as the angular

deviation of axis D-D', fixed to the radial arm of the centrifuge, from an arbitrarily

selected nonrotating reference axis H-H' fixed in an Earth-horizontal plane. The

subject is shown at radius R, seated in a head erect posture facing tangentially in

the direction of the C;CW rotation.
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angular deviation of the radial arm, D-D', of the centrifuge from an arbitrarily selected

reference axis, H-H', which is fixed in an Earth-horizontal plane. The subject is seated

tangentially in a head erect posture on the centrifuge facing the direction of rotation. His z

head axis is aligned with Earth vertical, his y axis (left side) is directed radially inboard,

and his horizontal xy head plane lies in on Earth-horizontal plane. The subiP c-t's head (origin

of the x, y, a, reference frame) is assumed to be at a fixed radial distance R from +he rotational

axis of the device V-V'.

Initially, let the device be angularly accelerated from rest in a CCW direction as viewed

from above in Figure 6. For this condition the linear acceleration stimulus is defined as the

resultant of a centripetal acceleration vector of magnitude ®„ 2 R acting radially inboard along

D-D' and directed leftward toward D' along the + y axis; a tangential acceleration vector of

magnitude 9„ R acting at right angles to D-D' and directed frontword along the 4 x axis; and a

gravitational acceleration vector of magnitude 9 directed upward 'ale 	 the + z axis: The

angular acceleration stimulus is described by an angular accei_- r k!-; i-,	 for of magnitude 8„

drawn upward along the + z head axis.

The resultant A and a stimuli can be defined in terms of their individual components as

Ax =+0,R	 ax =0
.

A y =+9 V 2 R	 ay 0	 (5)

A Z =+g	 aZ=+ev

The components of A and a are shown pictorially in the three-dimensional sketches at the top

left and top right, respectively, in Figure 7. For those wishing to define the stimuli in vector

equation form, the resultant linear and resultant angular accelerations would be identified

separately as

A = +t 8„R +j9„ 2 R +hg
(6)

a =+kg^

Now let the centrifuge be decelerated to rest from this CCW rotation condition. During

this interval, the angular acceleration, 9,,, and consequently the tangential linear

acceleration, 0,R, will be in the direction opposite that during
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acceleration from rest. That is, during deceleration the change in centrifuge angular velocity

describes a CW angular acceleration as seen from above. For this case, the components of A

and a are described as

Ax = - O A R 	 ax = 0

A Y =+ 8 V 2 R 	 aY= 0	 (7)

Ax=+g	 a==- ev

or in vector equation form as

A = - t O Y R +J 0„ 2 R +kg	
(8)

a = - k 0V

These components are i I lustrated in tFe sketches at the bottom of Figure 7. It can be rioted in

this figure that the conventions of the nomenclature allow explicit specification of the direc-

tions of the acceleration components acting along or about the x , y , and z axes by a simple

+ or - prefix. For example, the tangential acceleration directed along the x head axis is

identified as A,, = + 8„ R during the CCW acceleration phase to describe the frontward acceler-

ation exposure of the subject ar.d as A. = - e„ R during the deceleration phase to denote the

backward acceleration. Similarly, during the CCW velocity buildup the yaw-leftward angular

acceleration is identified as a, = + 0„ ; during deceleration, the yaw-rightward angular accel-

eration as a Z = - 6„ .

If the device were to be angularly accelerated from rest in the opposite (CW) direction,

A R and a, would be negative quantities during velocity buildup while A Y would remain

positive. Howes%r, if instead,the orientation of the subject relative to the device were

reversed 1800 so that he sat tangentially with his back in the direction of CCW acceleration

from rest, Ay and Ax would both be negative quantities during velocity buiidup signifying a

rightward and backward linear acceleration condition. The a, angular acceleration compo-

nent would remain positive during the same interval.

This centrifuge example can be used also to demonstrate application of the magnitude'di r

-ection vector notation. Consider that the device is being accelerated as before toward a given

CCW angular velocity, and that once this steady state velocity is reached, 0„ becomes zero.
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PICTORIAL DISPLAY OF COMPONENTS OF THE
RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELERATION	 RESULTANT ANGULAR ACCELERATION

CCW ROTATION

A	 (ACCELERATION FROM REST)
	 a

A	
CCW ROTATION

(DEC'! ERATION TO REST)
a

The thee-dimensional sketches of the head shown at the top represent a pictorial

display of the components of A (left) and a (right) which act can a subjecr ex-

posed to the centrifuge stimulus conditions described in Figure 6 where the device

r!, assumed to be angularly accelerating from rest in the CCW direction. The tan-

gential, centripetal, and gravitational components of the resultant linear acceler-

ation A are described by vectors drawn along the + x, + y , + z head axes to denote

frontward-, leftward-, and upward-directed linear accelerations of the head,

respectively. The resultant angular acceleration is described by a vector drawn

upward along the + z head axis to denote a yaw-leftward angular acceleration

of the head. The components of A and a, shown at the bottom, depict the

stimulus conditions occurring during deceleration to rest.

Tk n A and a are described in component form as

A X = 0	 ax = 0

Ay=+B„ 2 R	 ay=0

Az = +g	 az = 0
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(10)

I'Y, - 1

or in vector equation form as

A =+Je,'R+kg

a - 0

This stimuiu, configuration. is often used in vestibular studies to explore the effect of

static linear accelerations acting in the frontal yz head plane on subjective perception of

vertical or horizontal. By selecting different steady-state centrifuge velocities, stimuli of

variable magnitude can be made to act in various directions within the frontal head plane.

In effect, each change in steady-state velocity causes the resultant linear acceleration vector

(the resultant of the centripetal and gravitational accelerations) to rotate about the x head

axis. Since the stimulus is directed in the frontal yz plane, A may be equivalently described

as A YZ . This in turn can be represented in vector shorthand notation as a vector of magnitude

A Y  I and direction Ox and written as A yz = A YZ (L Ox . As shown in the equation sets

at the bottom left in Figure 3, the magnitude and direction parameters of A yz are calculated
from I A yz _ (Ay' + A z2) f and Ox = arc tan - A y /A z  . These equations combined with the

values of A Y and A z shown in equation set (9) describe the stimulus as simply

A =A yz	Ayz IL01
where

Ayz I- (e v 2 R)2 +g2

O X = arc tan - 9„2R/g

as illustrated  in Figure 8.

As a numerical example consider that the centrifuge is rotating at a constant CCW angular

velocity of 16 rpm (96 deg/sec, 1 .6752 rad/sec) with the subject in the tangential orientation

of Figure 6 at a radius of R = 19.85 ft. For this condition, the centripetal acceleration is

55.72 it/sec t or .732 g, leading to a resultant acceleration of 2.0 g acting at an angle of 600

relative to the Earth--vertical axis. The magnitude/direction notation describes this stimulus as

A =A Y z= 2.OgL- 60°	 (12)
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which is valid for either CW or CCW rotation. If the subject's orientation relative to the

centrifuge were reversed 180 0 so that his - y axis (right side) was directed radially inboard,

the stimulus would be defined as

A=AYZ=2.OgL +600
	

(13)

+Z

A r= .II I A
Y, I L 0,
	

4 
ox . -so'

A z

Lox=ARC TAN	 R) /9 	^. 
^x

SHOWN FOR Ate= 2.0QL-60°

Figure 8

Magnitude/direction vector description of the resultant linear acceleration of the

head for CCW rotation of the centrifuge at constant angular velocity with the sub-

ject in the tangential orientation noted in Figure 6. The resultant of

the gravitational and centripetal accelerations is shown as a vector A Y Z whose

orientation in the frontal yz head plane is denoted by the angle 0x . The x sub-

script of 0. denotes that changes in centrifuge velocity or subject radius will

effect a change in direction of A Y Z equivalent to its rotation about the x head

axis.

In equation (12), 0 ), is measured as a negative angle (0x = - 600 ) since A y Z has

been rotated	 away from its alignment with the +z head axis ( 0x = 00 ) so that it lies in

the +z, + y heaa quadrant. Since A y , in equation (13) lies in the +z, - y head quadrant,

Ox is measured as a positive angle (0 x = + 600 ) for this stimulus orientation.

Earth- Horizontal Rotation

Consider the stimulus produced by a device which rotates about an Earth-horizontal axis

with the subject so positioned that the center of the head lies on the rotational axis of the

device. Assume that the subject is oriented so that his z axis (head-foot'dimension) is aligned

with the Earth- horizontal rotational axis H-H' as illustrated in the drawing at the left in Fig,

ure 9. Let the instantaneous angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the device

about F+-H' be identified as O h , O h , @ h , respectively. Measure 8 h as the angular deviation

of the +x head axis from the Earth-vertical reference axis V-V' as shown in the center sketch

in Figure 9 whore the head is depicted at an instant where 6h =+ 300 . Assume, also at this
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instant, that the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the subject are in the direction

of the curved arrow drawn around the + 2 head axis in the left sketch.
EARTH HORIZONTAL ROTATION
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The sketches at the left and center identify the motion parameters of a device

assumed to rotate a subject about an Earth- horizontal axis where the . head

axis is aligned with the rotational axis. The magnitude/direction vector

description of A for these conditions is shown at the right where the accel-

eration due to gravitational action is treated as a vector which rotates about

the z head axis through the horizontal x y head plane.

For these conditions the resultant angular acceleration stimulus derives directly from the

angular motion parameters of the device and can be described by the single axial component

a Z = + 8h . However, the instantaneous linear accel ,_eration stimulus, neglecting short-radius

tangential and centripetal acceleration effects, depends only upon the instantaneous orienta-

tion of the head relative to the gravitational field. In effect, the horizontal xy head plane

is being continually rotated through a linear acceleration vector of constant magnitude 9

which leads to an A. = g cos 8h and an A Y = - 9 sin 8 h description of the instantaneous

linear acceleration acting along the x and y head axes, respectively. The components of A

and a are then listed as

AX	 + g cos 8 h	 «X = 0

A Y = -g sin 8h	 ai = 0
	

(14)

A Z = 0	 «Z = +8 h

For rotation at constant angular velocity, where 8h = 8h t , the A,, and A Y components

describe sinusoidally varying linear acceleration stimuli each of peak magnitude 1 .0 8' and
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cyclic oscillation frequency F en/27i cps but 900 out of phase with each other. This inter-

pretatiori of the stimulus allows a frequency response evaluation of stimulus- response inter-

relationships and is of particular interest in the analyses of the sinusoidally muclulated horizontal

eye nystagmus arising in response to constant angular velocity rotation of the head under the

stimulus conditions defined in Figure 9.

The I A	 magnitude/direction notation is esp :cially suited to this example as a result

of its direct numerical rendition of the instantaneous magnitude and direction of a linear

acceleration stimulus. Since the directional changes of the gravitational acceleration vector

relative to the subject occur in the horizontal xy head plane, the linear acceleration stimulus

can be described as simply

A = Ax Y = AxY IZ- OZ = g l - eh
	 (15)

This notation is illustrated in the view of the horizontal X head plane shown at the right in

Figure 9 where the subject is visualized fixed in space and the	 A xY	 linear acceleration vector

due to gravitational action is rotating CW about his z head axis. In this view the direction

of A x Y is drawn for the instant depicted in the center sketch in Figure 9 where the subject is

shown angularly displaced 300 from vertical and O h is measured as a positive angle, It is

self-evident that O z = - 0 h since 'j Z measures the orientation of the gravitational vector

relative to the man while Oh has been defined as the angle which measures the orientation of

the man relative to the gravitational vector, and the same sign conventions were applied to the

measurement of both angular displacements.

The 0 direction angles can also be 11sed as aids in the correlation of response data evoked

by Earth-horizontal rotation at constant angular velocity to the instantaneous attitude of the

subject relative to the gravitational field. This arises since the angles provide a clear defini-

tion of the orientation of a linear acceleration vector relative to the anatomical head axes

which is independent of the direction of rotation. Thus for Earth-horizontal rotation of the

head about the x , y , or z head axes, the instantaneous attitude of the acceleration ve(

due io gravity relative to the head is described by 0x, 0., or 0, direction angles, respe

ly. The orientations of a subject described by representative direction angles and their

coterminal values are summarized in Table I.

When one of the three cardinal axes is aligned with an Earth-horizontal axis and a st

ject is rotated about that axis, the resulting nystagmus response exhibits both similarities or
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Table I

Direction Angle 0 Description of the Instantaneous Orientation of a Subject
Undergoing Rotation About an Earth-Horizontal Axis

Instantaneous	 Earth-Horizontal Rotation of a Subject About His:
Value	 x- axis	 y- axis	 z- axis
of

0	 Instantaneous	 Instantaneous	 Instantaneous
Body Orientation	 Body Orientation Body Orientation

OX / Y / Z =	 00
	

Head erect
	

Head erect
	

Supine

OX Y I Z = + 900 (-2700)
	

Right side up	 Supine	 Left side up

OX , Y , Z = +1800 (-1800 )
	

Head inverted
	

Head inverted
	

Prone

O x , Y , Z = +2700 (-90')
	

Left side up	 Prone	 Right side up

differences with respect to the classical response observed when the rotational stimulus is aligned

with an Earth-vertical axis. The two stimulus situations may be equated insofar as their angular

acceleration components are made identical, but, as it has been demonstrated above, rotation

about an Earth- horizontal axis involves an additional variable linear acceleration component

arising from a rotation of the subject's x7.. xz, or yz head plane through the linear acceler-

ation vector due to gravitational action.

Angular acceleration about a horizontally aligned x , y , or z axis will produce rotary,

vertical, or horizontal nystagmus, respectively, with the direction of the slow component of the

nystagmus opposite the direction of the stimulus acceleration, just as if the rotational axis of

concern were oriented vertically. Compared to the nystagmus evoked by rotation of an erect

subject about an Earth-vertical axis, however, that initiated by angular acceleration about a

subject's z ax's aligned with Earth-horizontal persists for a much longer period after constant

velocity has been attained. Sustained horizontal nystagmus has been observed for periods of up

to five minutes. Similar observations have been made for rotary and vertical nystagmus responses

when the x and y head axes, respectively, are aligned with the Earth- horizontal axis of

rotation.

Earth-Horizontal Translation

An elevation view of a device capable of producing rectilinear translation of a subject
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along an Earth- horizontal axis is shown at the top of Figure 10. The movable element is a

subject carrier which is coupled to a motive power system that can be programmed to produce

EARTH HORIZONTAL TRANSLATION
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Figure 10

An elevation view of a device which produces time-vorying linear displace-

ments of a subject along a rectilinear Earth-horizontal path D-D' is shown at the

top. The instantaneous linear displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the

subject are identified as r, r, and r respectively. The components of A and ac

shown at the bottom are for a frontword-directed r acceleration (to the left toward

D) of the subject.

time-varying displacements of the carrier in either direction along an Earth-horizontal axis

D-D'. The motion parameters of the device are arbitrarily defined as follows: Let the instan-

taneous linear displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the subject carrier c;'ong the recti-

I inear path D- D' be identified as r, r , and r . Measure the displacement r of the subject

as the distance between the origin of the x, y, and z head axes and a fixed Earth-vertical

reference line V-V' at the center of the device. Let positive and negative values of r

denote displacements of the subject carrier toward D and D', respectively, as viewed in

Figure 10. Linear velocity and linear acceleration of the carrier toward D then result in

positive values of r and r, respectively.

Assome that the subject is seated in the carrier in a head erect posture with his z and

x head , y es always maintained in parallel alignment with the Earth-vertical reference axis

V-V' and the Earth- horizontal axis of linear motion D-D', respectively. Let the subject's

orientation be such that his + x head axis is directed toward D (facing to the left in Figure 10) .
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Initially, let the subject carrier be positioned at the center of the device where r = 0.

The drive system is then programmed to produce a displacement of the carrier toward D with

increasing linear velocity so that r, r, and r are olI positive quantities. The resulting

frontward linear acceleration of the subject is measured as Ax = + r . The components of A

and ot ore thus identified as simply

A x = + r	 UX 0

A Y = 0	 Q!Y =0 	 (16)

A z +g	 az =0

which are represented pictorially in the two sketches of the head shown at the bottom of

Figure 10. In magnitude/direction notation, A is identified as

A = A xz = I A xz I OY

where

I A xz	
+^a., ^2
	

(17)

0 Y = arc tan r/q

as i I lustrated in Figure 11 .

+z0y . + 4a•

_	 ax,• 1;i X? 1 L .0Y

Axz

y
1	

LOr a ARC TAN r /g
X

SHOWN FOR Z.Z=1,414gL+45°

Figure 11

Magnitude/direction vector description of A for the Earth- horizontal rectilinear

translation device and subject orientation depicted in Figure 10. The resultant

vector Ax z is drawn for the case where r = + 1 .0 9 .

Consider now the case where a subject experiences simple harmonic translation to either

side of the center of the device. Let the drive system be programmed so that the instantaneous

linear displacement of the device from V-V' follows the profile defined by r = R sin wt where

R is the peak displacement in feet of the subject carrier to either side of the central axis; w is
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the angular oscillation frequency in rod/sec and is related to the cyclic frequency F in cps by

F = w/2 7T ; and t is the time in seconds. The motion parameters of the device can be

summarized as

r = R sin W t	 (ft)

r= w R cos W t	 (ft/sec)	 (18)

r = - w 2 R sin W t (ft/sect)

Since A X = - W 2 R sin Wt , the subject is exposed to a backward a :celeration both while

moving toward D in Figure 10 from r = 0 to r= + R and while moving toward D' in returning

from r = + R to r = 0. Conversely, he experiences a frontward acceleration both while moving

toward D' from r= 0 to r= - R and while movirg toward D in returning from r= - R to

r = 0. As with all simple harmonic motions of this form, r and r reach their maximum values

at the outer limit of each cycle while the linear velocity r is maximum as the subject passes

through the center of the device. In addition, r, r, and r have identical sinusoidal wave-

forms but r and r are displaced ire phase relative to r by wt = IT /2 rod (900) and 1T rod

(1800 ), respectively.

For this condition, the components of A and a are listed as

A X =- w 2 R sin wt a X = 0

A Y = 0 ay = 0	 (19)

A z = +g (Yz = 0

or A is described in magnitude/direction notation as

A = A X z = I A Xz I L Oy

where	 r	
ll

I A Xz	 W2R sin Wt)2 +g 2 J	 (20)

Oy = arc tan - W 2 R sin Wt /g

The effect is to rotate the vector A X z back and forth about the y head axis. The vector wi I I

have an angular displacement 0, = 0 whenever the subject is at the center of the device an;l a

7
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maximum angular displacement of 0, = arc tan w `' R/P from the z head axis whenever

r = ± R. Similarly, its magnitude yvill vary sinusoi4ally from a minimum of 1 .0 p when aligned

with the z axis too maximum of L( W' R)' +g"h J^ at its max irnum displacements. Paren-

thetically, whereas Earth- horizontal linear motion devices produce a change in both the

magnitude and direction of the resultant linear acceleration stimulus, Earth-vertical linear

mot*.on devices alter only the magnitude of the resultant since the r and 0 components are

directionally aligned.

Translation Within a Rotating Environment

In this section the nomenclature is applied to the description of acceleration stimuli

which arise when time-varying rectilinear translation of a subject occurs in the plane of

rotation of a device turning at constant angular velocity. A device capable of producing

straight-line motion of a subject along a supporting structure which can be simultaneously

rotated about an Earth-vertical axis V-V' is schematized in Figure 12. It is identical to the

TRANSLATION 1N A ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
DI

8^,k.
I	 CONSTANT ANGULAR

VELOCITY: 6,n O
0

V'

r	 PLAN
.x

•r

Figure 12

Elevation and plan sketches of a combined linear and angular motion device where

the drive systems for each form of motion are independently controlled. Identifi-

cation of r , and r and 6, , 9,, , 9„ follows that shown for the devices depicted

in Figures 6 and 10, respectively.

device depicted in Figure 10 with respect to its linear motion characteristics and to the device

of Figure 6 with respect to its angular motion capability. For continuity of discussion, the

instantaneous linear displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the subject carrier along axis

D- D' in Figure 12 will be identified as r, r, and r in exact correspondence with the

notation used in Figure 10; the instantaneous anvo lar displacement, velocity, and acceleration

of the radial arm D-D' about V-V' will be identified as 6,,, 5,,, and 6„	 in exact correspond-

ence with the centrifuge described in Figure 6. The subject's orientation is that of Figure 10

with the x head axis aligned with the D-D' axis of linear motion with +x directed toward D.
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The device's capabilities can be summarized as follows: The subject carrier is coupled

to a linear motion drive system which can be programmed to produce ", r, and r linear

motions of the subject carrier along axis D-D'. The supporting structure is coupled to a rotary
.

motion drive system which can rotate the entire device about V-V' to produce 0 " , 9,,, and

0., angular motion parameters. Finail y , the two drive systems are independent so that pro-

grammed linear movements of the subject do not affect the angular motion parameters and,

conversely, the angulc motions of the entire device will have no effect upon the programmed

linear motions. With these conditions it can be recognized that r , r , and r are measured

relative to a rotating reference frame, while 8,,, 0,,, and 9„ are measured relative to a fixed

reference frame attached to the Earth.

Initially, let the device be rotating CCW as viewed from above at constant angular

velocity with the subject carrier positioned so that the center of the subject's head is on the

rotational axis where r = 0. At some arbitrarily selected time t= 0, let the linear motion

drive system be programmed to translate the subject radially outboard toward D with r , r

and 1° all measured as positive quantities, i.e., a frontward linear displacement, velocity,

and acceleration of the subject. The combined linear and angular motions of the subject carrier

result in a linear acceleration of the head along the x axis which is the algebraic sum of two

components, one directed radially outboard toward D due to the programmed linear motion of

the carrier and the other directed radially inboard toward the rotational center due to centri-

petal action so that Ax = + r - 0„ 2 r . Hence, the subject is exposed to a frontward acceler-

ation of magnitude r that is opposed by a backward rcceleratiun of magnitude 0y 2 r . The

subject is exposed also to a linear Coriolis acceleration of magnitude 2 0„ r which acts in the

plane of rotation at right angles to the D- D' axis of linear motion and is directed along the +y

head axis leadirig to a leftward linear acceleration of the subject. In addition, gravitational

action leads to an upward head acceleration of magnitude 9 directed along the +4- head axis.

The components of A and a are then described as

A X =+ ,r-8„ 2 r	 aX =0

A Y =+ 20„r	 aY =0	 (21)

A Z == +g 	 (YZ =0

where a is obviously zero as n result of the assumed constant angular velocity condition. The

components of equation set (21) are illustrated in Figure 13? where A X is shown directed along
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Figure 13

Components of A and a for the stimulus conditions of Figu re 12 where a subject

is exposed to a frontward linear velocity and acceleration along device axis D-D'

while rotating CCW at constant angular velocity. Note that the linear Coriolis

acceleration stimulus produces a leftward( + A r ) linear acceleration of the head.

the +x head axis to denote that the motion parameters of the device are assumed 1-0 be such

that r is greater than the centripetal acceleration 0,2 r  at the depicted instant.

From 0 • vestibular viewpoint, a rather unique stimulus condition arises when the device

is programmed to produce continuous, sinusoidal, linear oscillations of the subject carrier to

either side of center while undergoing simultaneous rotation. For sinusoidal motion of the form

described in equation set (18), and for constant- angular velocity rotation, the linear and angu-

lar motion parameters of the device can be described as

r = R sin wt	 (ft)	 8„ = 9„ t	 (rod)

r= W R cos Wt	 (ft /sec)	 8 v = constant 	 (rad/sec)	 (22)

r = - w 2 R sin Wt	 (ft/sect)	 9„ = 0	 (rad/sec` )

By referring to equation sets (21) and (22) it can be seen that for these conditions, the nomen-

clature will identify the components of A and a as

A x = — ( w 2 + 9 „ 2 ) R sin wt	 ax = 0

A Y = +  2 8 v w R cos w t	 ay =  0	 (23)

A Z =+g	 aZ = 0

Thus, A x reaches a peak acceleration level of ( W 2 + 9„ 2 ) R when the subject is maximal ly

displaced from the rotational center. It describes a backward acceleration (-A,) for maximum
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displacement toward D in Figure 12 where r - + R, and a frontword acceleration ( + A,, ) for

maximum displacement toward D' where r' - - R. At the instant the subject passes through the

c nter of the device where r 0, A,, is zero since the carrier's programmed linear acceler-

ation as well as centripetal acceleration is zero. On the other hand, A, reaches a maximum

at the instant the chair passes through the center since the linear velocity r of the chair

reaches its maximum value of w R at r' = 0, thus leading to mcximal linear Coriolis accelera-

Lion, The linear Coriolis acceleration stimulus is a leftward acceleration (-, A Y ) as the subject

moves toward D from r' _ - R through r = 0 to r = + R , and a rightward acceleration (- A,)

as the subject moves toward D' from r' _ + R rhrough r = 0 to r = - R. Since r is zero

at the peak displacement of the subject, the linear Coriolis acceleration is zero when r= t R.

Now consider the specific operating condition in which the angular velocity 9„ of the

entire device and the angular oscillation frequency W of the sinusoidal linear displacements

of the subject, both constants, are adjusted so as to eqt 41 each other. That is, 6„ = W = con-

stant, where each is expressed in rod/sec units. The instantaneous angular displacement of the

device relative to axis H-H' is then related to the in;tantaneous linear displacement of the

subject from V-V' through 6 = 6,, = W t , Hence, from equation set (20), the components

of A and a become

Ay =_ - 2 w` R sin Wt	 ax = 0

A Y =- + 2 w `^ R cos W%	 ay = 0
	

(24)

.Z	 .{- 0 	a 	 = 0

Equation (24) shows immediately that the peak magnitude of the linear Coriolis acceleration

acting along the / head axis is ide- t ica l to the peak magnitude of the acceleration acting

along the .x' head axis. In addition, the sinusoidal magnitude-time profiles of A, t and AY

are identical except for a 900 	/2 rad) phase difference.

A more concise interpretation of A x and A, for these conditions is offered by the

magnitude;'direction notation which identifies the component of A acting in the horizontal

r?! head plane as

Any.	 Ax	 - Z = 2 w ` RL6„+900

since

	

AxY I= (Ax" +A Y ) 2	(25)

0 Z = c:rc tan A Y /A x
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+Y -> -- y
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Thus the stimulus is equivalent to the continuous rotation of a linear acceleration vector of

constant magnitude 2 W ti R = 2 6 „~ R through the horizontal head plane where the instantaneous

direction of th;u vector is defined by the angle ^D Z	 9„ 4 . 90°. The rate at which this vector

rotates through the head, i.e., 0. , is sinipiy 6„ = W rod /jec. The instantaneous orientction

of A x y is illustrated  in Figure 14 where the vector is drawn at the instants corresponding to 	 i

6„ = 6„ t = Wt = 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°. As indicated in this figure, Ax Y
SINUSOIDAL TRANSLATION WITHIN A ROTATING ENVIRONMENT

B„ = w rod /sec

NOTE THAT

+ x	 Axy' 2 w' R L ^Jv + 
go'

i

60°	 '	 120°

^z	
f ^ +900 	90,	 DIRECTION`' THAT A,y

ROTATES THRI) xy PLANE

r
-x

Figure 14

Magnitude/directior notation for the horizontal head plane com ponent of A for

sinusoidal linear displacement r = R sin wt of the subject	 ',g device axis D- D'

(Figure 12) while rotating CCW at constant angular velocity 9„ where w = 8„ . The

subject is exposed to a linear acceleration vector of constant magnitude i Axy = 2 W2 

which rotates continuously through the horizontal xy head plane. The position of the

vector A:r is shown at various tine increments marked by the listed values of 8„ . See

Figure 15 for specific device motion parameters.

rotates CCW through the her"zont,..,l head plane and describes a circular locus of radius

2 W 2   ft/sec t . Wher. A 7 is taken into account, the resultant linear acceleration vector

A describes a circular conic section of height 9 . From the vestibular viewpoint, there results

a stimulus condition in which the direction of a constant magnitude linear :acceleration vector

can be continually changed in a given head plane without being accompanied by angular

acceleration.
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It is quite possibie that the equivalence of oven simple stimuli, wr,;;a; produced by devices

with different motion characteristics, may be overlooked if their description is not couched in

a common language. Th.: stimulus exemplified above can be used to demonstrate a potential

situation of this kind. A plan view of the combined linear and angular motion device is shown

in Figure 15 in which ors also listed the linear and angular motion equations for the specific

6	 w operating condition. In order to define the instantaneous posi v ion and orientation

of the subject as seed by a fixed, nonrotating observer located above the device at its center,

the following initial conditions will be prescribed. The device is operating under steady-state

SINI USOIDAL TRANSLATION WITHIN A ROTATING ENVIRONMENT

ev = W rod/sec

H,

r = R sin cat	 T
f = wRcos w t	 1	 D"

f -cam' R sin w t i
a,= ®t =Wt
®^ = w =constant
9^ = 0

^.	 H
H 	-	 -	 - --	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 _

0

R	
,/,	

j'	 •y \	 8v =1500

.n	 .•

\D 	 R/2 , /
8„ =120'

	

'.y	 X/
SHOWN AT	 x	 o	 i

rV = R/2	 f	 6^ `90°
PATH OF	 .,	 NOTE THAT e, = Bv t = wt
SUBJECT

I,H. IV
Figure 15

Plan view of the combined linear and angular motion device of Figure 12 which

illustrates  the instantaneous position and orientotion of the subject as seen by a

fixed, nonrotating observer for the devicerRtS ;,4' "ing conditions listed. The

instantaneous morphological orientatio-; ai; t'iv co+tic"::ni magnitude linear acceler-

ation vector A, y produced by this ,;:1 }r o"',	 i on is shown io Figure 14 for

each 6„ angle shown in this drawing. Pv'ote that at the points where 6„ = 0, 300,

60°, 90°, 120°, and 150 0 , the subject will be linearly displaced r = 0, 0.5 R,

0.866 R, 1 .0 R, 0.866 R, and 0.5 R, respectively, along D--D' :,award D.
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conditions where the subject is being exposed to linear motion of simple harmonic form along

D-D' while undergoing simultaneous constant velocity rotation. At an arbitrarily selected

time t = 0, let the CCW rotating arm be aligned with the fixed, nonrotating reference line,

H-H', where the D end of the arm is directed to the left toward H. The angular displacement

of the radial arm at this instant is 'then measured as 9„ = 9„, = 0°. At the same instant, let

the subject carrier be at the center of the device and moving along D-D' toward D; i.e., the 	 i

subject is at r = 0 and moving with a maximal frontward head velocity of r == wR ft/sec.

With these initial conditions as reference, the angular deviation of the radial arm away

from H-H' and the linear displacement of the subject along D-D' have been drawn for the

instant when 6 = e„ t = W t = + 300 . Since r = R sin w t , the subject has moved a distance

R/2 away from the center of the device,and axis D-D' is deviated 30° away from H-H'. When

the position of the subject is plotted for other instants, corresponding to 6„ angles of 0°, 60°,

90°, 120°, and 150°, it becomes apparent that the path of the subject, as seen by the fixed

observer,is described by the dashed circular line drawn in Figure 15. If one notes the dimensions

of this path, the time it takes the subject to complete one revolution around the path, and the

instantaneous orientation of the subject's head axes relative to this path, the following obser-

vations can be made: The subject travels a circular path of rrdius R/2 relative to the non-

rotating orthojonal reference axes H-H' and H 1 - H 1 ' fixed to the Earth- horizontal plane and

dividing the area into quadrants I, II, III, and IV. The center of the path is located on axis

H 1 - H l ' a distance R/2 ft below the actual center of the device. In the time fiat it takes the

device to complete a half revolution, i.e., 6„ = 180°, the subject has rotated 360 0 about the

R/2 origin. Thus relative to this origin, the subject is rotating CCW at 2 6„ rod/sec. However,

as may be observed by noting the orientation of the x and y head axis relative to this origin,

the subject is also rotating CW simul^aneously on the path at 6„ rad/sec about his own z axis.

The fixed observer will never see the subject move above axis H-H', i.e., enter quadrants

and II of the device chamber, even though the subject moves a peak distance R in either

direction along the radial arm. As far as the fixed observer is concerned, the same stimulus

condition could be obtained if the combined linear and angular motion device under discussion

were replaced by a pure angular motion device constructed in the form of a centrifuge with a

counterrotating subj,, O carrier or chair. Specifically, the replacement device would consist

of a centrifuge positioned so that its rotational center lies on axis H1- H1' a distance R/2

below the center of the original device, and a counterrotating chair installed on the centrifuge

a distance R/2 away from the rotational center. The centrifuge would rotate CCU'! at a constant
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elr'qular velocity of 2 9,, rad/sec and the counterrotating chair turn CW at a constant velocity

of 9„ rod/sec. In effect, the horizontal xy head plane is rotated at half the centrifuge

velocity through a centripetal acceleration vector of magnitude (2 9„) 2 R/2 = 2 9„2 R. The

description of the stimulus produced by this pure angular motion device then follows identically

that listed in equation sets (24) and (25) which were derived for the combined linear and angu-

lar motion device. This identification of the two stimuli as equivalent demonstrates another

advantage of a unified nomenclature.

The specific operating condition outlined in Figure 15 can also be used to place practical

emphasis on the point that any description of a resultant linear acceleration stimulus which

contains a discrete component that may be identified as the "linear Coriolis acceleration" is

based in part on motion parameter data measured relative to a rotating reference frame. In

contradistinction, a description of such a stimulus which is based on r ,,7otion parameter data

measured relative to a fixed nonrotating reference frame will not contain a discrete "linear

Coriolis acceleration" term. This point can be illustrated by noting that in the calculations of

this section the linear velocity of the subject was measured along device axis D-D' which was

assumed to be rotating at constant angular velocity. In effect, r was measured relative to a

rotating reference frame while 9„ was measured relative to a fixed reference frame. Accord-

ingly, one component of the resultant linear acceleration, e.g., A. in equation set (24),

could be identified specifically as the ;inear Coriolis acceleration component. If an alternative

approach of measuring the instantaneous linear velocity of the subject relative to a fixed refer-

ence frame had been followed, an equivalent description of the stimulus would result without

any reference to Coriolis acceleration. Specifically, if a fixed observer ignored the configura-

tion of the device depicted in Figure 15 and viewed only the subject and the circular path he

travelled in space, he could describe the stimulus in terms of a single acceleration directed

normal to the path.

This distinction between a fixed and a rotating reference frame for the measurement of

the motion parameters of a moving body can be interpreted ir, more general terms as follows.

Think of an observer attached to some given reference frame and required to view the motions of

a body moving along a selected path that is fixed to the reference frame, and let the observer be

assigned the task of calculating the instantaneous linear acceleration of the body relative to

that reference frame. He could begin by measuring the instantaneous position of the body

relative to the frame and identifying the related data by a position or d ;splacement vector r .

By Mking the first and second time derivative of r, the observer could calculate the instanta-

neous linear velocity v and the instantaneous linear acceleration a, respectively, of the body	
I 
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relative to this frame. From the observer's viewpoint, the resultant linear acceleration _l

would be described completely by two linear acceleration components: one directed taligentially

along the path due to changes in the magnitude of v, and one directed normal to the path due

to changes in the direction of v . That is, regardless of the complexity of the path, the observ-

er could describe the resultant acceleration by calculating these two accelerate-)n components.

If it could be shown that tiie reference frame of concern were , of inertial origin, then a would

equal the A identification of the resultant linear acceleration provided by the nomenclature.

Now consider the identical situation with the exception that the just discussed reference

frame is assumed to be rotating at constant angular velocity w relative to a fixed reference

frame considered to '.e of inertial origin. Let the body follow the some selected path within

the rotating reference frame so that its motion parameters relative to the rotating reference

frame remain as defined before with the addition of an r subscript to denote the fact that the

frame is now rotating, i.e., r r, v r , and a r. Assume that the task of the observer, sti I I

attached to the original reference frame, is to calculate the acceleration of the body relative

to the inertial reference frame. (As a result of the rotation of the path of the body, it is

obvious that A X a r .) Two approaches to the task wi I I be discussed.

In the first approac h i, the observer could move to the fixed reference frame and follow

the identical procedure used originally to determine a; i.e., measure the instantaneous position

of the body relative to the fixed reference frame, identify she data in position vector form as

R, and calculate the instantaneous linear velocity and acceleration of the body relative to this

frame as V and A . This description of A would include only acceleration components due

to changes in the magnitude and direction of V . With this approach, the observer completely

ignores the previously obtained rr , O r , and ar description of the motion parameters of the

body.

In the second approach, the observer can use the original measurement data and obtain

an equivalent and numerically equal description of A which does contain a component which

it is convention to identify as the linear Coriolis acceleration. The observer first determines

the motion of the body relative to the rotating reference frame (r r, V r , and . 1' r ) . He then

moves to the fixed reference frame and observes that the rotaiing reference frame proper has an

angular velocity w . From the basic kinematics equations associated with rotating frames of

reference, the observer can then fully describe A as

_ _	 r_ 	 _	 _ _
A=ar +Lw x(wxrr)I+L2wxor	 (26)
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which can be interpreted as follows. The resultant linea r acceleration A is equal to the sum

of three acceleration components: a r , the acceleration of the body as seen by an observer

attached to the rotating reference frame; w x (w x rr), the acceleration of the body due to

rotation of the position vector r' r ; and 2 w x v^•, the acceleration of the body due to rotation

of the linear velocity vector Z) r . The first bracketed term can be treated as the normal or

centripetal acceleration, the second bracketed term as the linear Coriolis acceleration.

In essence, (hough both approaches lead to the same over-all value of A , only the

second approach, which utilizes data measured relative to a rotating frame of reference, leads

to the specific identification of a Coriolis acceleration. The latter approach is of particular

value when its application rQsults in the simplification of the mathematics associated with the

calculation of a given stimulus configuration. It is also of applied value to vestibular experi-

mentation involving rotating environments since observations and measurements :;,f subject

motion are made within the environment.

Equation (26) can be applied to the description of the stimulus conditions discussed in

this example if the previously defined linear and angular motion parameters are expressed in

vector form. For example, the instantaneous linear displacement, velocity, and acceleration

of the subject along axis D-D' as seen by an observer attached to the rotating device could be

described as r r = r , O r = r. and a, = r , respectively; the angular velocity of the rotating
reference frame as seen by a faced nonrotating observer could be described as w = 9„ . The

resultant linear acceleration (neglecting gravitational action) could then be identified as

LA =r + 8„ x (9„xr) I + 28„ x r	 (27)

where the linear Coriolis;-icceleration, i.e., the linear acceleration due to inertial rotation of
a linear velocity vector, is the vector represented by the 2 6„ x r cross product.

The rules of vector c. •oss-product multiplication which lead to the determination of the

magnitude and direction of the linear Coriolis acceleration can be summarized in general terms

as follows: The vector cross product of an angular velocity vector W and any other vector,

say S , is a third vector, say T , which may be written as

T= w x S	 (28)
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The absolute magnitude of T is simply the product of the absolute magnitudes of w, S , and

the sine of the angle between the line along which w is directed and the line along which

S is directed. This can be written as

^ T 	S) (sin Z-	 S j
	

(29)

with the interpretation that the only component of S which contributes to the vector cross

product is that which lies in the place of rotation of w . The orientation or direction of T

is also readily established: T acts along a line which is at right angles to both w and S

and in the direction along this line that the sense of rotation depicted by w tends to turn or

rotate S .

This is demonstrated by identifying the linear Coriolis acceleration as a vector AQa

which is equal to the last term in equation (27) so that

Ago =29„ xr
	

(30)

For the first condition of this example (see equation set (21) and Figure 13) the linear velocity

of the subject relative to the device can be represented by a linear velocity vector r directed

along the radial axis D-D'. With the chosen subject orientation, r would be drawn along the

+x head axis as shown in Figure 16 to denote the frontward linear velocity of the subject at

the instant of concern. The simultaneously occurring CCW rotation of the entire device would

be represented by an angular velocity vector 9„ drawn upward along the + z head axis which

is maintained in parallel alignment with the Earth-vertical rotational axis V-V' of the device.

From equation (29), the absolute magnitude of the linear Coriolis acceleration is simply

t^A co =2	 „	 ft/sec
	 (31)

where 0„ is in rad/sec and r in ft/sec t ,.. (With r being perpendicular to ®,,, sin L 9,,,r

is unity.) Si nce A c , must be directed along a line in the plane of rotation which is at

right angles to r (i.e., perpendicular to axis D-D' along which the linear motions of the

subject occur), it acts along the y head axis. Since the 8„ vector tends to turn or rotate r

in the CCW direction, as viewed in Figure 16, away from its alignment with the +x head axis

toward the left of the subject, the linear Coriolis acceleration is directed along the + y
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head axis leading to a leftward acceleration of the subject. As a general statement applicable

to all CCW rotating devices, the linear Coriolis acceleration will always be directed to the

left of 'he direction of travel along any path in the plane of rotation. The converse is true for

CW rotating devices.

V
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Figure 16

The sketch illustrates the method used to determine the direction of the linear Corio-

	

lis acceleration vector 2 @r x	 where @r is an angular velocity vector describing

the CCW rotation of the centrifuge as seen by a fixed observer and r is a linear veloc-

ity vector describing the velocity of the subject as seen by an on-board centrifuge

observer.

The same approach can be used to identify the magnitude and direction of the centripetal

term of equation (26) to further establish the directional characteristics of A; a complete

description would require the inclusion of gravitational action as well.

Rotation Within a Rotating Environment

In this section the nomenclature is utilized to describe angular Coriolis acceleration

stimuli which arise when rotary head motions are made within a rotating environment. Visual-

ize a subject standing in a head erect posture aboard a centrifuge such as that described in

Figure 6 where the center of the head is at the rotational center of the device. Let the 2

head axis be coincident with the Earth-vertical rotational axis V-V' so that the horizontal x y

head plane lies in an Earth-horizont-xl plane. To a!' .w the instantaneous orientation of the

subject to be identified relative to some reference fixed to the centrifuge, it vVill be assumed

that the y head axis is paral le;' with the radial arm D - D' of the centrifuge, where + y is

directed toward D'.

-1
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Initially, assume the centrifuge is not rotating and the subje-t makes a head motion in

the pitch downward direction where the motion is of pure rotational form without translation.

That is, the head is totaled about the y axis with the condition that the i/ axis remains in

the Earth-horizontal plane and nevor changes its alignment with the D-D' axis of the centrifuge.

The motion characteristics of the head movement are described as follows: Let the instantaneous

angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the h«Rad about the ?1 axis be identified

as 8 , e y , and 6, , respectively. Measure 0 ; as the instantaneous angular displacement of

the +, 2 head axis from the Earth-vertical rotational axis V-V' of the centrifuge as shown in the

sketch at the left in Figure 17. This sketch depicts the orientation of the head W the instant

following initiation of the head motion at which 6 y = + 30°, and 9 y and 0 y are both assumed

to be occurring in the pitch downward direction (i.e., 9y and 9,, would be described by an

angular velocity vector and an angular acceleration vector, respectively, drown to the left of

f 'he subject along the + y head axis).

HEAD ROTATION IN A NORMAL ENVIRONMENT

V
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The angular motion parameters of a pitch downward rotary head movement made

in the normal gravitational environment are shown as 8y, `y, and 8y in the

sketch at the left where rotation occurs about the y head axis. This condition is

illustrated as rotation of the sagittal xz head plane through a linear acceleration

vector 9 in the sketch at the right where he A., and A z projections of ;7 are

shown at the instant 8y = + 30
0 

.

As a result of the head motion itself, the orientation of the x and z axes, i.e, the

sagittal xz head plane, is continually changed relative to the Earth- vertico! linear acceler-

ation due to gravitational action (the vector q in the sketch at the right in figure 17). The

instantaneous linear acceleration of the head along the x and z head axes is derived directly

from the projection of q to these Taxes. With the condition that the centrifuge is at rest, the

components (J A and a can be listed as
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A x -	 r sin 6 Y 	 a -C

A Y 0	 a Y + 8Y	 (32)

A Z T- 9 COS 0 Y	 aZ =0

In this case the angular acceleration stimulus derives solely from the head motion itself, i.e.,

a  _: 4 8 Y . If the head motion occurred over a finite angular displacement, the time-integral

of the initial pitch downward angular acceleration and the final pitch bcickward angular acceler-

ation required to terminate the motion would be zero.

Now consider that the centrifuge is rotating CCW at constant angular velocity 8„ and

that the subject is again standing in the head erect posture red-ative to the device. At t= 0,

lat the subject make a pitch downward head motion identical to that described in Figure 17.

For this condition, a fixed, nonrotating observer sees a continuous change in the spatial orien-

tation of the 1Y axis about which the head pitches. The resultant angular acceleration of the

head can thus be described in general terms by the expression

a = ar +C W X Wr
	 (33)

which is tlhz angular acceleration equivalent of equation (26) used to discuss linear Coriolis

acceleration stimuli. In equation (33), a represents the inertial angular acceleration of the

head as seen ay c: fixed,nonrotating observer; Wr and ar the instantaneous angular velocity

and angular acceleration of the head as seer' by an on-board observer fixed to the rotating

centrifuge; and W the instantaneous angular velocity of the on-board observer's reference

frame as seen by the fixed observer. Of concern to this section is the brackcJed term of

equation (33), W x Wr , which is the angular Coriolis (cross-coupled) acceleration arising

from inertial rotation of an angular velocity vector.

For the example of this section, the instantaneous angular velocity and acceleration of the

head as seen by an on-board observer would be identified in vector form as Wr = 6 Y and Ur = 9y .
_ o

The angular velocity of the on-board observer would be W = 8„ . Equation (33) can then bewritten

a= ey + l_ 6„ x 9 Y J	 (34)

The determination of the magnitude and tke direction of the angular Coriolis acceleration

vector follows the procedure previously described in conjunction with equations (28) and (29).
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For discussion purposes, the angular Coriolis acceleration 9,. x 8, term of (34) will be symbol-

ized as a, o  so that

	

oe a0 = 9 V x 9y
	 (35)

The identification of these vectors is illustrated in the three- dimensional sketch of the

head shown at the left in Figure 18. The head is drawn at an instant immediately following
HEAD ROTATION WITHIN A ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
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The sketch at the left illustrates  the method used to determine the direction of the

angular Coriolis acceleration vector 9„ x 9,, where 8„ and 9,, are angular veloc-

ity vectors describing the CCW rotation of the centrifuge as seen by a fixed observer

and the pitch downward head motion as seen by an on-board centrifuge observer,

respectively. In the sketch at the right, the stimulus condition is represented by

rotation of the sagittal x4 head plane through the angular Coriolis acceleration

vector which remains fixed in the Earth- horizontal plane of rotation of the centri-

fuge (note the similarity between this sketch and the one at the right in Figure 17) .

initiation of the rotary head motion at which the head is assumed to be pitching downward about

the ;y axis but at which insufficient time has elapsed to allow the z head axis to be signifi-

cantly removed from its initial alignment with the Earl h-vertical rotational axis V-V' of the

centrifuge. The instantaneous angular velocity of the head about the y axis is thus depicted

as a vector 9. drawn along the + y head axis to denote a pitch downward head velocity. The

instantaneous angular velocity of the centrifuge is described by a vector 9„ drawn upward along

the centrifuge axis V-V'. Since, by definition, the Y head axis always remains in parallel

alignment with the radial axis D--D' of the centrifuge, the 0. vector always remains ir, the

Ecrfh- horizon tal plane of rotation of the device, i.e., at right angles to 9„ . The absolute
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a ^ol=^ ©^l ieyl rad/sec
2

(36)

i

w

magnitude of the angular Coriolis acceleration vector is simply

where both 9,, and e  are expressed in rad/sec units. As with the linear Coriolis acceleration

stimulus, the only component of a rotary head motion which contributes to the angular Coriolis

acceleration stimulus is that which is in the plane of rotation.

The direction of U.-O is also readily established. That is, a., will be directed along a

line in the plane of rotation of the centrifuge which is at right angles to ey and in the direction

along this line that the sense of rotation signified by 6„ tends to turn or rotate the head velocity

vector e Y . As i I lustrated at the left in Figure 18, a tends to turn the ey vector away from

its alignment with the + y head axis and back toward the - x !lead axis. At the depicted instant

U CO is described by an angular acceleration vector which lies in the plane of rotation of the

device on a line at right angles to D-D' and is directed along this line toward the rear of the

subject.

Thus the angular Coriolis acceleration stirulus is described by a vector which maintains

a fixed alignment with a rr I^erence system fixed to the centrifuge. However, by the very nature

of the rotary head motion the sagittal xz head plane is being continually reoriented relative

to th's a,,o acceleration vector. This is illustrated in the sagittal plane view of the head

shown at the right in Figure 18 where the head is depicted at the instant when 6 y = + 300 . The

projections of the 0.o = e„ x 6y vector to the x and Y head axes at this instant are also

illustrated. For these conditions the components of A and « are identified as

A X =- 9 sin ey	 aX =-' 6„ey Casey

Ay=0	 cxy= +9y 	 (37)

A Z =9 Cosey	 CY Z = - e„ 9y sin 6y

which are illustrated pictorially in Figure 19. The components of A remain as described in

equation set (32) for nonrotation where short-radius tangential and centripetal acceleration

effects are not considered. The components of a include the 9y contribution due to the head

motion proper as well as the angular Coriolis acceleration contribution; the subject is exposed to

a roll leftward (-ax) and a yaw rightward (-a Z ) angular acceleration as a result of the Coriolis

effect.
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Components of A and a at a given instant during a pitch downward head rotation

made at the center of a centrifuge turning CCW about an Earth-vertical rotational

axis. P`Jote that the angular Coriolis acceleration leads to a roll leftward (- a,, )

and a yaw rightward ( - a, ) angular acceleration of the head.

The stimulus conditions of this example can be summarized by stating that the head simul-
taneously rotates through an Earth-vertical constant magnitude linear acceleration vector p due
to gravitational action and a variable magnitude angular acceleration vector 9„ x 0y which
lies in an Earth-horizontal plane, This action is described in magnitude/direction notation as

A xZ = I A xZ IL 0y	 ey
. 0	 (38)

«xZ = { a x Z I Z- 37 = e v e Y L - (ey +90°)

which are independently depicted in the sagittal plane views in Figure 20. This particular

example serves to demonstrate a stimulus condition in which the morphological direction of the

resultant linear acceleration, as denoted by the angle 0 , differs from the morphological orien-

tation of the resultant angular acceleration, as denoted by the angle 9 . It should be remem-

bered that actual head movements include translatory as well as rotatory components of motion

so that in the practical situation, both linear and angular Coriolis acceleration stimulation can

result. Most important, a subject may be exposed to linear Coriolis accelerations which can be

made to maintain a fixed morphological orientation relative to the subject, but such is not the

case for angular Coriolis accelerations which continually change their orientation relative to

the subject,
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Magnitude/direction vector description of the sagittal xz head plane components

of A and a where A,, Z is shown as a linear acceleration vector of magnitude 9

and a . , as on angular acceleration vector of magnitude 6„ 9y due to angular

Curiolis action. The position of these vectors corresponds to the instant depicted

in Figure 17 where 6. = + 300 .

Continuous Head Rotation at Constant Angular Velocity. In this section the description

of the angular Coriolis acceleration stimulus provided in equation set (37) will be applied to

the case in which the hecd is made to rotate continuously at constant angular velocity within

an environment which is also turning at constant angular velocity. This could be achieved in

the experimental situation by placing the subject in a small single-axis rotator which turns

about an Earth-horizontal axis and installing the rotator at the center of a centrifuge. It is

assumed that the center of the head lies at the intersection of the rotational axes of the two

devices and that the Earth-horizontal rotation occurs about the y head axis in the pitch down-
.

ward direction. The angular motion parameters of the head movement are identified as 6y, 6y,

and 0 y in exact correspondence with the previously established definitions. As a time reference,

let t = 0 at the instant in which the head is in the er-pct posture relative to the Earth-vertical

rotational axis of the CCW-turning centrifuge. With these conditions, it follows that equation

set (37) can then be written as

.	 .	 .
A X =- 9sin 6yt
	

aX=- 1!5„6 y COS byt

A y =0
	

a y = 0
	

(39)

A Z =g'cos byt
	

a z = - 8v 0 y sin 6;,t

where 0, =  0 y t, and 0 y= 0 since 0 y= constant.
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From equation set (39) it foI lows that a  and a Z , as we  I as A X and A Z , describe

sinusoidal acceleration waveforms which have oscillation frequencies directly proportional to

the rate at which the head is pitched about its y axis. In effect, each of these stimulus com-

ponents has an angular oscillation frequency of w = Oy rad/sec, a cyclic oscillation frequency

of F = 0 y/2 7r cps and a period of T = 1 /F seconds . The IT /2 rad or 90° phase lag of a,

behind a X becomes more obvious when the angular components of equation set (39) are re-

written, following trigonometric conversion, as

.
a X = 6„ 9,, sin (2 iT Ft- 7T/2)

a,, = 0	 (40)

a Z = 6„ e y sin (2 7T F t - 7T)

or equiva l ently, as

a X =6„ 19. cos (2trFt- tr)

a,, =0 	 (41)

a Z =0 V 0y cos (2ITFt- 3 IT/ 2)

Thus a X and a Z describe sinusoidal angular

acceleration stimuli with identical wave-
.	 .

forms of peak magnitude 9 „ 0 v rad/sec 2

with the condition that their peak values,

as well as their directional transitions

through zero acceleration, occur T/4

seconds apart. These phase relationships

are shown graphically in Figure 21 where

the instantaneous magnitude of each

component of A and a is plotted as a

function of the instantaneous pitch atti-

Plot of the A and a components	 tude 9 y = 6 y t of the head over a com-

of equation set (39) as -i function of 6. 	 plete 360
0
 rotation about the y axis.

The ease with which high-level angular acceleration stimulation is accomplished under

these conditions can be illustrated by calculating the peak magnitude of a X and a Z for the

specific case in which the angular velocity 9„ of the centrifuge is 10 rpm and the angular
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velocity 8,, of the head is 15 rpm. Since 1 rpm = 6 deg/sec = 0.1047 rad/sec, the absolute

amplitude of the Coriolis acceleration stimulus is 0„ e y = 1 .64 rad/sec t (94.0 deg/se c 2 ). The

cyclic frequency is F = 0.25 cps and the period of a single cycle is T = 4.0 seconds.

From equation set (39) it may be noted that if the centrifuge velocity 0„ is halved, the

peak amplitude of the stimulus is halved but the frequency will remain constant at F = 0.25 cps.

If the head velocity 0,, is halved, not only is the amplitude of the stimulus similarly halved, but

the frequency is also decreased to F = 0.125 cps. In short, angular accelerations can

be made to act about two preselected head axes and either frequency or amplitude can

be held constant while th..; other is varied. That is to say, frequency is varied by altering

8,, and amplitude held constant by adjusting d„ as required to maintain 0„ 0,, constant

in equation (39). Conversely, amplitude is varied by altering 0„ while 0,, , and hence

frequency, is held constant.

The instantaneous magnitude and direction of these angular Coriolis accelerations can be

discussed with specific reference to the vestibular area by considering the form of nystagmus and

the body sensation of turning predicted to arise by the angular components of equation set (39) .

This discussion will be based on the generally accepted assumption that the cardinal head axes,

for most practical purposes, serve as the primary axes of sensitivity to angular acceleration.

When the head is angularly accelerated about the x axis, a roll sensation of turning and rotary

nystagmus result; when angularly accelerated about the y axis, a pitch sensation of turning and

vertical nystagmus result; and when angularly accelerated about the z axis, a yaw turning

sensation and horizontal nystagmus result. The direction of each of these responses relative to

the direction of each of the a X , U y , and a Z stimulus components is tabulated below.

Table II

Nystagmus and Sensation of Turning Responses to Angular Acceleration Stimuli

Stimulus	 Nystagmus	 Dir-^ction of	 Turning	 Direction
Direction	 Response	 Slow Component	 Response	 of Turning

+ a X rotary left roI I right
- a X rotary right roll left

+ a Y vertical up pitch down
vertical down pitch up

+ a Z horizontal right yaw left
- a Z horizontal left yaw right
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The direction of the sensation of turning is the same as that of the acceleration stimulus; the

direction of the slow component of nystagmus is opposite that of the stimulus. In contrast to

common clinical usage, the direction of the slow, rather than the fast, component is selected

to denote the direction of the ocular response since the velocity of the slow component and its

waveform are usually taken as a measure of the strength and form of nystagmus in the experi-

mental situa: ion .

By treating each of the angular components of equation set (39) as independently -)^_curr--

ing stimuli, it can be seen that the following types of responses due to angular acceleration are

predicted by the cx X , a,,, and a Z equations. Since a X is finite, the sensation of roll and

rotary nystagmus would be present; since ce , is zero, vertical nystagmus due to angular acceler-

ation would not be predicted; and since a, is finite, the sensation of yaw and horizontal

nystagmus would be produced. Since ct, ( and a Z are of sinusoidal form, it follows from

current semicircular canal response theory that the waveform of the instantaneous magnitude of

the slow component of the related nystagmic eye velocity will be predicted to be sinusoidal.

This is illustrated graphically in Figure 22 where the waveforms of a X and oe z and the hypoth-

esized nystagmus response (neglecting the fast component) are drawn over a single 360 0 revolution
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Figure 22

The instantaneous magnitude of the slow component of rotary nystagmus predicted

by the a,, term of equation set (39) is shown plotted, with and without phase lag,

as a function of 9,, at the left. Equivalent curves shown at the right describe the

waveform of the horizontal nystagmus response predicted by the a Z tern.

of the head about the y axis. As indicated in the sketch at the right, a Z describes a yaw

rightward angular acceleration of the head over the 0 0 < 9,, < 1800 half of the cycle and a yaw

leftward acceleration over the remaining 1800 < 8,, < 3600 half. Theoretically it would be

expected that if the oculovestibular system had extremely fast response characteristics compared
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to the frequency of the a, stimulus, the sinusoidoi waveform of the nystagmus would be 180°

out of phase with a, as indicated by the dashed Iine sinusoid in the figure. That is, the slow

component of horizonta I nystagmus would be to the left for 0° < 8 Y < 1800 and to the right

for 180° < 9y < 360°, would reach a maximum value at 9 y = 90° and 9 Y = 270°, and would

reverse direction as a z goes through its zero level at 9 y = 00 and 0 Y = 180
0

 .

However, since the time-constant of the oculovestibular system is known to be relatively

Gong, say, 10-25 seconds, it would be predicted that the horizontal nystagmus would lag the

a, stimulus by a measurable amount. This phase lag is typified by the heavily lined sinusoid.

shown in Figure 22. The nystagmus response is hypothesized to lag a, by an angle (P, which

is measured as the interval between the transition of a,. through zero acceleration and the

subsequent transition of the nystagmus through zero eye velocity. The transitions are marked by

the vertical dashed lines arbitrarily drawn to represent a phase shift of about 70
0

 .

The form of rotary rystagmus predicted by the c,,; stimulus equation is similarly represented

at the left in Figure 22. In this case a,, describes a roll rightward angular acceleration over

the 900 - 0 Y	270° interval and a roll leftward stimulus over the remaining portion of the

cycle. Thus a,, is maximum at 9 y = 0° and 9 y = 18C° and goes through zero Ic - ,el at 0 y = 90°

and 0 y = 270°. the hypothesized rotary nystagmus response, with and without the e ffect of the

finite time constant of the responsible oculovestibular system, is shown in heavy and dashed out-

line as before.

It should be borne in mind that the above discussion of rotary and horizontal nystagmus

evoked by continuous head rotation in a constantly rotating environment is based on an independ-

ent occurrence of the a x and a Z stimulus components. In actuality, the latter occur simul-

taneously, and so do t:ie associated responses. Further, although no vertical nystagmus due to

angular acceleration of the head about the y axis would be predicted since ay = 9y = 0, it is

known that rotation of the sagittal xz head plane through a linear acceleration vector (as dis-

cussed in the Earth-Horizontal Rotation section) does elicit vertical nystagmus. Since the stimu-

lus condition of this example continually alters the orientation of the sagittal plane relative to

the gravitational field, it would be expected that vertical nystagmus would, in fact, exist and

modify the response predicted on the basis of the angular acceleration components alone. Al-

though such comprehensive treatments of specific stimulus situations are beyond the purview of

the present report, it is apparent that by a definitive description of stimulus acceleration param-

eters, by analysis and prediction of the basic form of pertinent response components in terms of

current knowledge of sensor transduction characteristics, and, finally, by synthesis and evaluation
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of the final predicted response in terms of the observed response, one can immediately direct

attention to the problem of discovering what element, characteristic, or mode of ,esponse of

the biological system does not fit the existing vestibular stimulus- response theory.

Head Rotation Over a Finite Angle. Of particular interest to the vestibular area are the st'rnuli

which arise when a subject makes a rotary head motion over some finite angle to effect a change

in the steady-state orientation of the head relative to the rotating environment. In the follow-

ing section the stimuli are discussed in terms of the instantaneous magnitude and direction of the

a X , a y , and a Z components of the resultant angular acceleration of the head. In a succeeding

section an equivalent angular velocity impulse description of angular Coriolis stimulation is

provided in the language of the proposed nomeinclature which gives a quantitative description of

the stimuli associated with relatively fast head motions and serves to demonstrate how the nomen-

clature can be readily modified to meet different requirements.

Angular acceleration description of angular Coriolis stimuli: The first head movement to

be treated is the previously discussed pitch downward rotation which, as before, will be assumed

to be of pure rotary form and to occur at the center of a CCW-rotating centrifuge. The identi-

fication of the head motion parameters remains as Oy , 0y , and 19, .

The motion will be assumed to be of smooth continuous form such as can be accomplished

with a normal head movement and to be of T seconds' duration. The initial and final positions

of the head are defined as follows: Before the movement is started the head will be considered

to be at an angle 0 y = O yi relative to V-V', the Earth-vertical rotational axis of the centri-

fuge. At t = 0 the head motion will be initiated in the pitch downward direction and terminated

T seconds later. The final position of the head will be measured as the angle O y = O y f . The

head will be considered to be held immobile both before and after the head movement so that

0y and Oy will be zero except for the interval 0 < t < T . The acceleration of the head during

this interval is identified in exact accordance with equation set (37), rewritten with specific

boundary conditions as

A. = - g sin 0y	 aX = - 8„ 0 y cos 0 y

A Y =0	 ay = 0y	 (42)

A, = q cos 0 y	 a Z = - 0„ O y sin 6 y

where for t 5 0,	 0,=6.1 and 6,=@,,=O

and for t? T,	 O y = O y f and 0. = 0 y= 0
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Before discussing this equation set some knowledge of the motion parameters of the head

movement itself is required. First, it should be recognized that the angular velocity -'f the head

is in the same direction ( + 0 y) throughout the movement since the motion occurs in the pitch

downward direction. Second, although the head is initially accelerated downward (+a.,,) to

begin the movement, the head will necessarily be accelerated upward ( - a y ) in order to termi-

nate the movement at the final 0yf position. Moreover, since the head is held immobile

before and after movement and the y axis always lies in the plane of rotation of the centrifuge,

it follows that the initial and final angular velocities of the head about the y axis are zero.

Consequently, the net value of the a y = By stimulus averaged over the T secoiA period, i.e.,

the total change in angular velocity about the y head axis, is zero.

Actual measurements of the By and By parameters involved in a typical pitch downward

head movement over a finite angle, for example, from 0y 1 = 00 to By f = 600 , show tl it man

quite readily achieves a peak angular velocity of By = 600 deg/sec (100 rpm) and a peak angular

acceleration of By = 5000 deg /sec t . The peak head velocity occurs at about the midpoint of

the angle over which the head is being tilted. If this peak value of By is assumed to occur

aboard a centrifuge rotating at 0,, = 10 rpm	 1 rad/sec, it can be seen that the peak magnitude

0„ By of the angular Coriolis acceleration vector can reach a level in the vicinity of 10 rad/sect

(600 deg/sec' s ) . However, as signified by ti)e cos B y and sin By terms in equation set (42),
the peak magnitudes of U,, and a Z are also fu nr-'*.©ns of the instantaneous orientation of the

head as well as the peak angular velocity it reaches during the movement.

Specifically, for identical movements made from different initial positions of the head,

the peak angular Coriolis acceleration acting about a given head axis will be maximized when

the peak angular velocity of the head occurs at the instant the head axis becomes parallel to the

rotational plane of the centrifuge. Thus the peak magnitude of a. will be maximized when the

peak value of 0 y occurs at an instant when 	 cos By	 is unity, i.e., as the head passes

through either the erect (0 y = 00 ) or the inverted (0 y = 1800 ) orientations relative to the Earth-

ver 'cal V-V' axis of the centrifuge. Similarly, a, will be maximized when the peak value of

C	 7curs at an instant when ( sin 0 y I is unity, i.e., as the head passes through either the

pro; ^a (6 y = 900 ) or the supine (6y = 2700 ) orientations. t Follows then, that though equation

(42) generally predicts that a pitch downward head movement produces roll (a,) and yaw (a,)

angular acceleration stimulation, the relative strength and indeed the directions of the com-

ponents are greatly modified by the initial and final orientations of the head.
1
I
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This point can be illustrated by discussing three identical pitch downward head motions

made over a 30° angle (6y f - By 1 = + 30°) from three different initial orientations of the head

where the limits for each motion are as follows:

Orientation:
	

1
	

2
	

3

Initial Position
	

ey1=0°
	

0,1  = - 30°
	 B

y ,  = - 15°
	

(43)

Final Position
	

e y f = + 30°
	

By!  = 0°
	

6yf =+ 15

For the movement- made from Orientation 1, a X , as identified in equation set (42), will be

negative throughout since cos e y is positive over the 00 < 6y S + 300 ti It range while 8„ and

6 y are both positive quantities . Similarly, a Z is negative throughout the head motion since

sin By is positive over the same tilt range. Thus, the net angular effect of the pitch downward

head rotation about the 	 y axis	 is tc produce a roll leftward and yaw rightward angular acceler-

ation about the x and z head axes, respectively. Unlike the ay = B y	 stimulus whose time-

integral or average over the T-second duration %,f the .movement is zero, a. and a Z describe

angular accelerations which, when integrated over the period of the movement, describe finite

changes in the angular velocity of the head about the x and z head axes, respectively.

Since aX and a Z are both negative, it follows from Table II that, if treated independ-

ently, ar will lead to a roll leftward turning sensation of the body and rotary nystagmus with

a roll rightward slow component of rotary eye velocity, and a, will lead to a yaw rightward

turning sensation and horizontal nystagmus with a leftward directed slow componen.. Assuming

that By reaches its peak magnitude at the 6 y = 4 15
0
 midpoint of the movement, 2 X wi I I tend to

reach a maximum slightly before this orientation is reached since cos 6. is a decreasing function.

Similarly, a Z woulc! °.-end to reach its maximum at an instant following By = + 15
0
 since sin By

is an increasing function. And finally, since cos 6. is greater than sin By in the 0° < a  < +300

range, ax will be greater than a z so that The roll stimulus would be predominant. The nystag-

mus and sensation resporses due to a X and a Z wi I I exist after cessation of the head motion,

i.e., for t > T, since the time-integral of each of these stimulus components is not zero and

because the relevant biological mechanisms have a relatively long response time.

In Orientation 2 the head is initially tilted back 30° and then pitched forward to the erect

posture. Since cos By remains positive in this - 30° < By < 00 tilt range while sin 6. beco4

negative, it follows than ax remains negative while a z becomes positive. Thus the pitch

downward head motion will evoke a yaw leftward sensation of turning and horizontal nystagmus
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with a slow component to the right which are in the direction opposite to that predicted for

Orientation 1 . The a X response predictions would remain as stated before, in addition, a,,

would remain the predominant stimulus.

In Orientation 3, U, wi I I be positive over the - 150 < ey < 00 portion of the movement

and negative over the 00 < 0 y < + 150 portion since sin 9 y is negative and positive, respec-

tively, over the same ranges. Thus, it would be predicted that the sensation of turning will be

in the yaw leftward and yaw rightward directions during the initial and final halves, respectively,

of the movement, and, correspondingly, that the a Z stimulus would tend to produce horizontal

nystagmus with slow components to the right and left, respectively, over the some intervals.

Again a ., remains negative and produces a roll leftward sensation and roll rightward rotary

nystagmus during the entire interval. The net effect of a Z would be zero since the heed

movement did not produce a net change in the angular velocity acting about the z axis so

ti^at a, is the only stimulus which produces an aftereffect.

The same interpretations can be applied to a roll head movement made in a rotating

environment. Since this movement rotates the head about the x axis, the motion parameters

could be identified as 9 X , 9X , and 9X in correspondence with the definitions provided for

the pitch downward movement. If 9 X is measured as the angular deviation of the z head axis

from V-V' and as a positive angle when the head is displaced toward the right shoulder, the

components of A and a equivalent to those presented in equation set (42) can be listed as

A X = 0
	

aX=ex

A y =g sin 6.	 a y =9„A X cos 9X	 (44)

A Z = g cos 9 y	 C, _ -- 8„ 0. sin 9X

where for	 0,	 9 X= 8 X i and ex = ex 0

and for-,'	 T,	 9 X = 9 X r and qX = 0	 0

For 1-his head movement tie angular Coriolis acceleration vector 8„ x 9X acts in the f -)ntal yz

plane resulting in	 ay and a Z stimulations. Thus a roll head motion made in a rotating

environment wou!d be expected to produce vertical and horizontal nystagmus and the sensation

of pitch and yaw. For 300 tilts about the x axis with initial and final head orientations equiv-

alent to those described in equation set (43), a y would be the predominant stimulus.
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The final case to be considered is yaw head rotations made from the erect posture. If the

motion parameters are defined as 9,00, , and 9 Z where yaw left motions establish the positive

sense of rotation, the components of A and cx are defined as

A X = 0	 ax=0

A Y =0	 aY 

A Z =+Q	 az =9Z	 (45)

where for t < 0,	 9Z =9 Zi and 9Z=9Z=0

and for t '> T,	 9 Z = 9 ti and 9Z= 9 Z = 0

Angular Coriolis stimulation would not result since the head rotation occurs about the z axis

which is maintained parallel to the rotational axis of the centrifuge so that 9,, x 9 Z = 0.

Angular velocity impulse description of angular Coriolis stimuli: Unless measurement data

are available . to describe the magnitude-time profile o' the actual parameters involved in a

given head motion, equation sets (42) and (44) provide only a qualitative description of the

intensity of cn angular Coriolis acceleration stimulus. Moreover, when the rotary head motions

are of complicated form, or when rotation Io^ccurs about a head OA1Zs other than the cardinal

references, considerable effort may be required to obtain a set of stimulus equations comparable

to those presented in equation set (42), (44), or (45) .

When the motions are relatively fast, however, these limitations may be overcome if ^..ne

resorts to the impulse-momentum approach of elementary physics to simplify the description of

such stimuli, as has been done effectively by Bornschein and Schubert (ref.I ). This approach

is based on the principle that a torq;je applied to a rigid body over a given interval of time

produces a change in the angular momentum of the body, and that this change of momentum,

identified as the "angular impulse," is a measure of the total influence or net effect of the

applied torque in terms of changing the rotational state of the body. When one is concerned

with motion per se, it is convention to describe the net effect of an angular acceleration cx of

a body over a given interval of time T in terms of the accompanying change in angular velocity

of the body 0 W . This change in velocity is designated as the "angular velocity impulse" and

may be written as	 T	 W p

cx t =	 d W = Wr - W i = W = angular velocity impulse	 (46)
o	 f W,

V
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where the z and f subscripts denote initial and final values of the angular velocity W, i.e.,

W = W , at t= 0 and W= W f at t = T.

The angular velocity impulse measure of an acceleration stimulus is valid for long- as

well as short- duration stimuli, although, in colloquial usage, impulse implies acting for a

short time. For example, if a body is accelerated from rest, Ws = 0, to some constant angular

velocity, say W f = 10 rpm, the net effect of the stimulus will be measured as the 10-rpm change

in angular velocity it produces; i.e., 0 W = 10 rpm, whether it takes 1, 10, or 100 seconds.

Thus the velocity impulse describes only the net effect of an acceleration profile and does not

give any stimulus information during the period of its opplication. From the vestibular viewpoint,

an impulse description is not of particular advantage woen acceleration stimuli are of long du-

ration since it is usually desired to observe the response variations during applic-tion of the

stimulus as well as following its removGl: If, however, the duration of the stimulus is relatively

short compared to the response-time characteristics of the system under study, the stimulus can

be treated as a step-function change in angular velocity. For vestibular studies concerned with

the response of the semicircular canals the relatively long time-constants of the mechanisms

usually allow such a step- •unction interpretation when a stimulus interval is less than 1 or 2 sec

onds.

Such an angular velocity impulse representation of a stimulus can be man-referenced in the

context of the nomenclature by letting Wx, W,,, and W Z describe the instantaneous angular

velocity of the head about the x, y, and 2 axes, respectively, with polarity conventions

which follow in exact correspondence with those established for a., (Xy, and Uz so that

-+- Wx = roll rightward angular velocity

- Wx = roll leftward angular velocity

+ Wy = pitch downward angular velocity

- s.W Y = pitch upward angular velocity

+ W Z = yaw leftward angular velocity

- W Z = yaw rightward angular velocity

Specification of initial and final head velocities before and after exposure to the stimulus may

be accomplished by use of a second subscript, t and f , respectively.
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With this notation, the angular velocity impulse can be made specific to each of the

three axes as ToIlows

T	 Wn f

a x dt =	 d wx = w xf - w xi = 0 W x = roll angular velocity impulse
a	 Wx i

T	 ' W Y 

ay dt=	 d w y = Wyf - w yi =	 W,, = pitch angular velocity impulse
	 (47)

o	 Wyi

17'	 W 
z f

a, d  =	 d w z = w z f - w zi = G w, = yaw (angular velocity impulse
o	 Wzi

Consistent with the intent of the nomenclature, the + or - p refix for the angular velocity impulse

corresponds to the direction of angular acceleration which the impulse produces. The directional

identification of each of these impulses and the direction of the associated angular acceleration

(shown in parentheses) are listed below,

+ A Wx = roll rightward angular velocity impulse (+ax)

- 0 W x = roll leftward angular velocity impulse ( - a x )

+ A wy = pitch downward angular velocity impulse (+ ay)

- 0 W y = pitch upward angular velocity impulse (- a y )

+ 0 W z = yaw leftward angular velocity impulse ( + a, )
- 0 W z = yaw rightward angular velocity impulse (- a j

With this notation it becomes possible to describe the angular acceleration stimulus

produced by a pitch downward head motion made in a rotating environment in terms of the angu-

lar velocity impulse acting about each of the three cardinal head axes. By applying the equation

set (47) integrations to the angular components of equation set (42), one obtains the following

descriptions of the angular velocity impulse for these axes:
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T	 6 yf

L1 W X = 	 a X d t =- 8„	 Cos 0y d 6 y = - 0„ [ sin b y f - sin 6 y i

0	 L 6yi

T	 T

OWy =	 a y dt =	 6ydt = Q
	

(48)
o	 Jo

T	 0 yf	 .

p wZ =i a Z d  =- 6„	 sin 6yd 6 y =+6„ [cos6yf- cos 19J o	 f 6ys

it can ae seen that the initial and final angular velocities of the head about the three axes, as

defined in equation set (47), are

WX1 =- 6„ sin 0y 1 	 Wyi = 0	 W s = 0„ Cos 0yi
(49)

W Xf =- 0„ sin8y f 	Wyf = 0	 WZf = 6„ Cos ayf

The stimulus can be interpreted in terms of the initial and final angular velocity

cc;nponents of equation set (49) as follows: The pitch downward head motion produces an angu-

lar acceleration stimulus about the x head axis which is equivalent to a change in angular

velocity about the x head axis from W Xs to W X f . The stimulus acting about the z head axis

is egc iva lent to a rapid change in angu lar velocity from W z 1 to W Zf . Since Wy i = Wyf, no

change occurs in the velocity of the head about the y axis and, therefore, the net a y stimulus

effecl- is zero.

As a specific numerical example, consider that initially the head is tilted back, 300 away

from the centrifuge axis V-V' ^ - that Sys = -30 0 and then is quickly rotated to a 450 pitch for-

ward posture so that Py f = +450 , as illustrated  in Figure 23. Assuming further that the centrifuge

is rotating at 10 rpm CCW, the initial and final angular velocities of the head for each of the

three cardinal axes, as calculated from equal ion set (49), are

W X s =+ 5.00 rpm WYL = 0 W Z i_+ 8.66 rpm

W X f = - 7.07 rpm W y f = 0 w Z f =+ 7.07 rpm

so that	 0w,, =- 12.07 rrm, A w y = 0, and A W Z = - 1 .5y rpm .

(50)
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f

A

-x
+ Z

W ,f • - 7.07 rpm

Wff • 0

W[f • + 7.07 rpm

+X

Vf

It is implicit in the A W. impulse description that the angular acceleration stimulus acting about

the x axis due to the pitch downward head movement, when treated as an independent action,

can be simulated by placing the subject in a simple rotator where the x head axis is aligned

with the rotational axis of the device and exposing him to the following profile. Initially, the

device would be rotating the subject in the roll rightward direction at a constant angular velocity

of 5 rpm (W,, i = IL 5.00 rpm) . At some instant t = 0 the rotator would quickly be decelerated

in T seconds through 0 rpm to a roll leftward constant angular velocity in the opposite direction

of 7.07 rpm (w, f =-7.07 rpm). The resulting roll leftward angular stimulus is described in

impulse form as A W, _ - 12.07 rpm, thus predicting that the pitch downward head motion will

lead to a roll leftward sensation of turning and rotary nystagmus with a roll rightward slow com-

ponent of eye velocity following termination of the movement.

"ANGULAR VELOCITY IMPULSE" DESCRIPTION OF ANGULAR CORIOLIS STIMULI

AWn = WMf - 0XI = - 12.07 rpm ROLL LEFT ANGULAR VELOCITY IMPULSE

a bly ' Wy f - Wy1 = O

^W= =W:9 -W:I - - 1.S9rpm YAW RIGHT ANGULAR VELOCITY IMPULSE

Figure 23

ROTARY NYSTAGMUS- ROLL RIGHT SLOW COMPONENT

ROLL LEFT SENSATION OF TURNING

I HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS - YAW LEFT SLOW COMPONENT

{Ì 	 YAW RIGHT SENSATION OF TURNING

Graphical illustration of the angular velocity impulse description of the angular

motion stimuli produced by a rotary head movement made from a 300 pitch backward

inclination to a 45 0 pitch forward orientation in a CCW rotating environment. Also

listed are the form of nystagmus and the body sensation of turning predicted by each

impulse component.

The angular acceleration stimulus acting about the z head axis can be simulated in like

manner by realigning the subject's z axi.6 with the rotational axis and causing a rapid change in

angular velocity from W, 1 = + 8.66 rpm to W, f = + 7.07 rpm. Hence, Q w, = - 1 .59 rpm and
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thus describes a yaw rightward angular acceleration (-a, ) which predicts a yaw rightward sen-

sation of turning, and horizontal nystagmus with a slow component to the left will result. Since

A W,, is almost eight times greater than A wz , it would be expected that rightward rotary

nystagmus and the sensation of roll left turning would be the predominant responses in the

stimulus situation shown in Figure 23.

At this point it should be noted that the initial and final angular velocities of the head

listed in equation set (50) were stated to be calculated from equation set (49) which, in turn,

was obtained from equation set (48) . However, if -ne observes that each angular velocity com-

ponent of conce-n is simply that component :af the centrifuge velocity which acts about the given

head axis, considerable mathematical simplification results. In fact, one obtains a quantified

description of the magnitude and direction of each angular velocity component by merely pro-

jecting the centrifuge velocity vector to each of the cardinal head axes. This is graphically

illustrated in Figure 23 where the magnitude and direction of the W X and W Z components

derive directly from the projection of the centrifuge velocity vector 6„ to the x and z head

axes ; respectively.

The simplicity of the method can be further demonstrated by calculating the angular

velocity impulses associated with the three previously discussed 30 0 pitch downward head

motions listed in equation set (43). In Figure 24, the head and the x and z axes are shown

in heavy outline for each of the three initial head postures. The direction of the head move-

ment is shown by the curved arrow, and the final position of the head at the end of the movement

is marked by the dashed outline of the x and z head axes. For the head motion shown at the

left A W X and A W, are both finite, thus predicting the existence of rotary and horizontal

nystagmus and the sensations of roll and yaw. Since A. w X is greater than A W, , the roll

stimulus is predominant. The equivalent representations for the other two orientations are

shown at the center and right of Figure 24 where the response due to the predominant stimulus

is shown in upper case letters in the related table Each of the three orientations produces a

roll leftward angular acceleration stimulus about the x axis since A w X is negative. In

addition, A W ;, is negative for Orientation 1, positive for Orientation 2, and zero for Orienta-

tion 3.

The equivalent angular velocity impulse description of the stimulus produced by a 600 roll

rightward head movement is shown in Figure 25 for three different initial head orientations.

The form and direction of the nystagmus and the body sensation responses predicted from each of
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the angular velocity impulses are tabulated at the bottom in this figure where the response due

to the predominant stimulus is shown in upper case letters.

e i- 0 0
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Figure 24

Angular velocity impulse components and predicted responses for three identical

300 pitch downward head movements made from three different initial head

orientations in a centrifuge rotating about-axis V-V' at 10 rpm in a CCW direction

as viewed from above.

If yaw type head motions are made aboard the centrifuge in the erect posture, i.e., the

head rotated about the z head axis which is aligned with the Earth-vertical rotational axis of

the centrifuge, the angular velocity impulse will be zero since the movement does not change

the angle between any head axis and the rotational axis of the centrifuge. This is in accordance

with the stimulus description of equation set (45) in which the angular Coriolis acceleration

x 8 Z was zero.

Angular Coriolis stimuli have been discussed for roll, pitch, and yaw head motions which

were assumed to be of pure rotary form and made in the head erect posture with the subject at

the center of the cent; ifuge. For these conditions the angular acceleration stimulus is independ-

ent of the direction that the subject faces. That is, the magnitude and direction of the stimuli

produced by the pitch movements described in Figure 24 or the roll movements described in

Figure 25 will be the same regardless of the direction in which the subject faces. Similarly, the

yaw head movements will be the only type which do not result in an angular Coriolis stim'_+luso

In effect, for the head erect pcsture the z head axis serves as a relief axis. However, as

r
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discussed by Guedry (ref. 5), such will not be the case in a spacecraft undergoing rotation to

establish a simulated gravitational acceleration field. For such an environment the head erect

9, 1 = o• 	 ef=+60• 6, =-so• e, o • 6j,,•-30• 6>,^••30•
V V

4 +z +y -y tz tz +z
A q^

Z +z -y ,v'r
^ I `

-y -`	 +y -ya------- ----- b+y.

^

z -z

I

; -y °^

`

^^	 +y

P" ay	 -z d-z	 +y -z -z

V' V' V,
W .1	 G W.r. 0 W.; • 0 Well •	 0 W.1. 0 (44'.	 0
Wyl • 0 W„.+ 8.66 rpm "I.-  6.68 rpm Wyf. 0 W„. - 5.00 rpm "#.+6.00rpm
Wrl • +10.0rpm	 W=r•+ 5.00 rpm Wil•+5.00 rpm W=r•+10.0 rpm Wy•+ 6.66 rpm 4yr•+6.66 rpm
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FOR DIHECTiON
( SLOW) FORM aREFICN

SLOW
SENSATION

FORN SECTIONSLOW I
SENSATION SENSATION

A(11, = 0 AWI, • 0 &A)z • 0

aW = +8.66rp VERTICAL UP PITCH AW	 +8.66rpm VERTICAL UP PITCH D	 +10AOrPM VERTICAL UP PITCH
y DOWN y• DOWN WD• DOWN

L(A), _ -5.0Or horizontal leis , ah: CWz • +5.00►pm I	 horizontal right IYo p w: • 0

Figure 25

Angular velocity impulse components and predicted responses for three identical

600 roll rightward head movements made from three different initial head orien-

tations in a centrifuge rotating about axis V-V' at 10 rpm in a CCW direction

as viewed from above.

standing posture is established when the longitudinal z axis of the body is in parallel alignment

with the force vertical established by the centripetal acceleration.

This point can be interpreted on a quantitative basis by considering some typical head

motions made from different orientations within a rotating spacecraft. A plan view of such a

vehicle is shown at the top in Figure 26. For discussion purposes it will be assumed that the

vehicle is rotating at a constant aligular velocity of 10 rpm in the denoted direction and that the

subject is standing in the plane of rotation so that in the head erect posture, the z head axis

will be aligned with a radial axis O - R of the vehicle. To be considered are the angular velocity

impulse components which arise Alien roll, pitch, cnd yaw head movements are made over a

finite angle from four different subject orientations denoted as A, B, C, and D. In Position A,

the subject is assumed to be facing the direction of rotation so that his sagittal xz head plane

is in the plane of rotation. In Position B, established by having the subject turn 90 0 toward his

right from Pcsition A, the f: -^ntal yz head plane is in the plane of rotation. Position C, estab-

lished by a 900 right turn from Position B, is the same as Position A except the subject is facing
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ROLL, PITCH II AND YAW HEAD MOVEMENTS IN A ROTATING SPACECRAFT
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Figur,: 26

A plan view of the rotational plane of c:'; CCW rotating spacecraft turning at a

constant angular velocity of 10 rpm is shown at the top where the subject is

assumed to be standing in the erect posture facing in one of four directions.

The angular impulse components and predicted responses for three different

rotary head motions performed while facing in each direction are shown in

tabulated form.
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away from the direction of rotation. Position D is ti lie same as Position B except that the subject

faces -nto the plane of rotation. The three specific head movements of concern, illustrated

individually at the center in Figure 26, include a 30 0 roll of the head away from the erect

posture toward the right shoulder, a 30 0 pitch downward movement of the head away from the

erect posture, and a 300 yaw leftward rotation of the read.

The angular velocity impulse components produced by each of the three head movements

for each of the four head positions are tabulated at the bottom of Figure 26 along with the

associated responses predicted by the related angular impulse. As before, the response assocc ated

with the stimulus component of greatest magnitude is written in upper case letters. It r,,ay be

observed that the roll type head movement produces no angular acceleration stimulus in Positions

B and D where the x head axis is aligned wi th the rotational axis of the vehicle. However, in

both Position A and Position C,angular stimulation about the y and 2 head axis occurs with the

latter being of greater magnitude. It would be predicted then that the sensation of pitch and yaw

would be experienced with the latter being predominant. Significantly, the direction of Ow.

and AW, reverses from Position A to Position C. However, A w Z remains the stronger stimulus.

For the pitch type head movement, Positions A and C serve as relief orientations since

there is no stimulation when the subject faces toward or away from the direc.,.on of rotatior. In

Positions B and D, roll and yaw angular si'-°ulation results with O w Z remaining the stronger

stimulus. Again, the direction of the stimulus reverses when the subject changes from one

position to its 1800 opposite.

For the yaw head motion, however, roll and pitch angular stimulation results in all four

body orientations. In effect, a relief orientation is not available for yaw motions made from the

head erect posture. With the subject in Positions A and C, the roll stimulus is stronger,with the

direction of both A wx and Aw,, reversing when changing from A to C. The directions of the

stimuli also reverse when changing from Position B to D. For these two orientations, however,

the predominant stimulus is that of pitch. But note that certain changes in orientation of the

head for yaw motions alter the relative strength of the A w X and Owy stimulus impulses, as

well as their direction.

From the practical viewpoint, the tabulated calculations of Figure 26 indicate that for the

head erect posture, roll head movements can be performed with minimal stimulation if the subject

faces at right angles to the plane of rotation. Similarly, pitch movements from the erect posture

are best performed when the subject faces toward or away from the direction of rotation. For yaw
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movements a preferred orientation is not available. Similar analysis of the strength of the stim-

ulus components afforded by other postures, for example with the subject supine or on his side,

for the same types Of head movements can be derived with this impulse approach.

The procedures involved in the calculation of the magnitude and direction of the angular

velocity impulse produced by a rotary head motion of finite extent made within a rotating envi-

ronment can be summarized in more general }erms as follows. Let the angular velocity vector St

(upper case Greek omega) describe the constant angular velocity rotation of the environment

where the vector is drawn along the axis of rotation in the direction of the thumb of the right

hand when the fingers are curled in the direction of rata; ion of the environment. The projection

of this .ecior to each of the cardinal head axes before and after the head movement describes

the initial and final steady-state angular velocities of the head about these axes. The algebraic

difference between the final and initial velocities describes the angular velocity impulse which

acted about each of thc, head axes.

Tnesc procedures can be made specific to the applied situation, and described in equation

form, by identifying a given head orientation in terms of the measu ed angular deviation of each

of the three cardinal head axes from the rotational axis of the environment. or instance, the

symbols e,, i , G y 1 , and O Z 1 (upper case Greek theta) can be used to identify the orientation

of the x , b , and z head axes, respectively, before the rotary head movement is made; O x f ,

U y f , and O Z f the orientation of the axes following the movement. For meast-rement reference,

6 x , ey , and e Z could be defined as equal to 
0  

whenever the +x, + y, or +z axes,

respectively, are aligned with the rotational axis of the environment in the same direction as the

angular velocity vector 0 . With this notation the angular velocity impulse for each of the three

cardinal head axes can be written as

Wx =	 I	 I (COs 6x f COs C-"1 )

W y =	 I	 ! (COs ey f - cos E)y S)	 (51)

A W" =	 I SZ I (cos e , ' cos E), I

which is appropriate for any form Of rotary head movement made over any finite angle.

Inspection of equation set (51) shows that a given impulse component will be maximized

when the difference between the cosine terms is maximized; i.e., max'mal angular stimulation

about a given head axis will occur when the given head axis is initially aligned with, the
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rotational axis of the environment and the head then rotated 1800 so that the same head axis is

again al ;gned with the rotational axis, but in the opposite direction. A 180 0 head movement

made under these conditions results in an angular impulse of 2 I 0 1 rad/sec. Thus, the strongest

angular stimulus which can result from a finite rotary head movement made in a rotating environ-

ment is equivalent to a rapid acceleration from a constant angular velocity of I bZ I in one

direction to a constant angular velocity of 10 1 in the opposite direction. Equation set (51)

indicates that the net acceleration stimulus will be zero if the initial and final postures of the

head relative to the rotational axis of the environment are the same regardless of the complexity

of the short-duration head motion. That is, if the head is always returned to its initial steady

state posture, then minimal after-stimulation results.

ANCILLARY CONSIDERATIONS

Whenever a finite-dimensioned mass, such as the head,is rotated,a linear acceleration

difference, or gradient, will exist from point to point within the mass since the resultant linear

acceleration acting on each element of the mass is dependent, in part, upon its instantaneous

displacement from the axis of rotation. From the vestibular viewpoint, the existence of these

gradients implies that "widely spaced" internal e! ;r.ants of the skull, say, the left and right

labyrinths, are not identically stimulated, or on ,a more micro level, that an acceleration

difference can exist even along the dimensions of a receptor located within the labyrinth.

In the discussion of the centrifuge depicted in Figure 6 the resultant linear acceleration

of the head was calculated on the basis that the head could be treated as a single point mass

located a radial distance R from the axis of rotation. However, it is obvious that internal

elements of the skull located to the outboard side of R will be exposed to a resultant linear

acceleration greater than that of those located on the inboard side as a result of radii differences.

Thus, the definition of A provided in those examples involving rotation must be interpreted in

the strict sense only as the resultant linear acceleration of a mass positioned at the origin of the

cardinal x, y, and 2 head reference frame. if one is interested in the stimulus conditions at

another point within the head, it becomes necessary to define the anatomical position of the

point and the resultant linear acceleration of a mass at this point.

The significance of these acceleration gradients, more often discussed than investigated,

is generally resolved by assuming that the differences in linear acceleration level within the

skull, as compared to the absolute level of A defined at the center of the head, are negligible

in terms of affecting the primary vestibular response. It is not necessary, however, that the
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proposed nomenclature be limited to the definition of stimulus conditions where this assumption

may be valid. To illustrate, consider that it is desired to identify quantitatively the resultant

linear acceleration of a receptor mechansim treated as a point mass, located within one of the

labyrinths. The nomenclature could be adapted to this situation as follows. The x, 1, z

reference frame could be used as a reference for measuring the anatomical location of the mass,

i.e., as x =x 1 , y = y,	 rnd z = zl, where x = y = z = 0 at the origin of the reference

frame. An identical reference frame could next be erected at the receptor location where the

three mutually orthogonal axes of the new frame would be ih exact parallel alignment with the

X, y, and z axes of the cardinal head frame. The resultant linear acceleration of the receptor

could then be defined in terms of its components along the axis of the new frame, thus preserving

the directional significance of the A X , A y , and A Z symbols. In effect, A,, , A y , and A ,

can be specified for any point mass within the skull by listing the anatomical coordinates of the

mass for which the definition of A is provided. Equivalently, acce?eratiorn gradient effects can

also be recognized by presenting a description of the variation of A X , A Y , and A z as a

continuous function of displacement along each of the three cardinal axes.

As a final point, attention is brought tc the specific notation used in each of the examples

to discuss the identification of A and a. Typically, symbols such as Fl- H' and V-V' were

used to describe Earth-referenced axes; D-D` as a device axis; r, i', r as device linear motion

parameters; and 8 y , 0 y, and 0 y as head motion parameters measured relative to environmental

references. it should be stated that these symbols were arbitrarily selected to establish only the

characteristics of the motion under discussion so that specific identifications could be made of

the associated physiological acceleration stimuli. Thus it is not necessary to treat these symbols

as a formal part of the recommended nomenclature. A synopsis of the symbols pertinent to the

proposed acceleration nomenclature follows.
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SYNOPSIS OF ACCELERATION NOTATION

Cardinal Head Axes and Planes of Man

x axis = Roll axis denoti^ g the front-back direction
where +x is toward the front of the head.

y axis = Pitch axis denoting the left-right direction
where +y is toward the left of the head.

z axis = Yaw axis denoting the vertex-base (head-
foot) direction where +z is directed
toward the vertex of the head.

yz plane = Frontal plane determined by the y
and z axes.

xz plane = Sagittal plane determined by the x
and z axes.

xy plane = Horizontal plane determined by the
X and y axes.

fl,  J, k = Unit vectors directed along the x, y, and z axes, respectively.

The horizontal xy head plane of man is defined anotornically by the highest point of both external auditory
meati and the lowest point of both eye sockets. The y axis is that line which joins the highest point of both
external auditory meati; the x axis is that line in the horizontal plane which is perpendicular to the midpoint of
the y axis; and the z axis is that line drawn perpendicular to the horizontal head plane at the midpoint of the y

axis. The x, y, and z axes describe an erect, right-handed, rectangular Cartesian coordinate reference frame.

Linear Acceleration - General Notation

A = Linear acceleration vector symbolizing instan-
taneous resultant linear acceleration of the head
(upper case Roman A) . Includes accelerations
due to gravitational action as well as inertial
motion, both defined kinematically.

A=A(t) =t A x +JAy +k A,

(A (= Absolute magnitude of A
1

A _ (A x 2 + A y 2 +A "2)7

A x = Axial component of A directed along the xaxis
where + A x and - A, denote frontward and back-
ward linear acceleration.

Ax°- Ax(t)

A , = Axial component.of A directed along the y axis
where +Ay and - A y denote leftward and right-
ward linear acceleration.

A y = Ay(t)

A : = Axial component of A directed along the z axis
where +AZ and -A,, denote upward (headward)
and downward (footward) linear acceleration.

Az °AZ(t)

Dimensions

Basic:	 length/time2
Typical: ft/sec t , cm/sec t , or multiply; of

g, = 32.174 ft/sec t (980.665 cm/sec')

Angular Acceleration - General Notation

a = Angular acceleration vector symbolizing the
instantaneous resultant angular acceleration of
the head (lower case Greek alpha) .

a =a(t) =ta z +ja y +kaZ

^a ^= Absolute magnitude of a
i

IQ (_ (ax2 + a y 2 + a , 2 ) 2

ax = Axial component of a directed along the xaxis
where +ax and -a,, denote roll rightward and
roll leftward angular acceleration.

ax =a x(t)

a y = Axial component of a directed along the y axis
where +a y and -ay denote pitch downward and
pitch upward angular acceleration.

a y = ay (t)

a Z = Axial component of a directed along the z axis
where +a Z and -a,  denote yaw leftward and
and yaw rightward angular acceleration.

a Z = a Z (t)

Dimensions

Basic:	 ,angular measure/time'
Typical: rad/sec t or deg/sec'
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SYNOPSIS OF ACCELERATION NOTATION

Linear Acceleration - Magnitude/Direction Notation

	

A y Z	 =	 Planar component of A directed in the frontal yz head plane,

A yZ = j Ay +k AZ

	A x Z	 =	 Planar component c,f A directed in the sagittal xz head plane.

A xZ = Z Ax+kAZ

	

Ax y	=	 Planar component of A directed in the horizontal xy head plane,

A xy = 1, Ax +j Ay

	

IA yZ I`	 0, =	 Magnitude/direction vector notation for AyZ,

IA yZ I Lox= AyZ

	

A xZ I L	 0 y =	 Magn itude/direction vector notation for A x z

IAxz I Loy=AxZ

	

Axy I L	 0Z =	 Mcgniiude/direction vector notation for Axy

IAxy IL Oz = Axy

	

A yZ	 i	 =	 Absolute magnitude of AyZ
_	 1

I A yZ I= (A y2 + Az2)2

	

A x z I	 =	 Absolute magnitude of Ax z .

AxzI=(Ax2+AZ2)2

	

Ax y	 I	 =	 Absolute magnitude of Axy

I A xy I= (A .2 +A Y2)2

	

0x	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of A yZ in the frontal yz head plane where
Ox _= 0 when A y , is directed upward along the +z head axis. Angular displacement
of A yZ away from this alignment toward the -y (right) head axis denoted as positive (+$x),

0x = 0x(t) = arc tan (-Ay/Az)

	

,.	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of Ax Z in the sagittal xz head plane where
0 = 0 when Ax z is directed upward along the +z head axis. Angular displacement of
A x   away from this alignment toward the +x(front) head axis denoted as positive (+Oy).

0, = 0 (t) = arc tan (Ax /A Z )

	

0Z	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of Ax y in the horizontal xy head plane where
0z = 0 when'Ax y is directed frontward along the +x head axis. Angular displacement of
A x „ away from this alignment toward the +y(left) head axis denoted as positive (+0z).

0, = 0 (t) = arc tan (Ay /A x )
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SYNOPSIS OF ACCELERATION NOTATION

Angular Acceleration - Magnitude/Direction Notation

& YZ 	 =	 Planar component of a directed in the frontal yz head plane.
& YZ = j ay +k aZ

ax Z	 -	 Planar component of a directed in the sagittal xz head plane.

axz = ax +k aZ

a xy	 =	 Planar component of a directed in the horizontal xy head plane.
ax y = Tax +,jay

Iayz I L(J x 	=	 Magnitude/direction vector notation n for yz .

ayz - Iayz IL#x

l a x Z I L Qy	 =	 Magnitude/direction vector notation for « x z .

axz - I?kAZ I/ Ay

I a x y I LA z =	 Magnitude/direction vector notation for ax y .

a xy - l a xy ILF^z

1 4y Z I	 =	 Absolute magnitude of & y Z .

Iay Z I = (a y 2 +01, 2)1

l a x Z l	 -	 Absolute magr itude of 5, z.

l a xz l- (ax2 .i a Z2)2

l a X y l	 =	 Absolute magnitude of ax y .

l a x y f = (ax2 + a y 2 )

Nx	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of a yZ in the frontal yz head plane where
Mx = 0 when a yZ is directed upward along the +z head axis. Angular displacement of
a yZ away from this alignment toward the -y (right) head axis denoted as positive ( +Ox)•

h+x = 0 x ( t) = arc tan (-a y /a z)

^y	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of a x z in the sagittal xz head plane where
9 5, = 0 when ax z is directed upward along the +z head axis. Angular displacement of
a xZ away from this alignment toward +x (front) head axis denoted as positive (+gy).

y = y (t) = arc tan (ax /a z )

0Z	 =	 Direction angle denoting the orientation of U X y in the horizontal x y head plane where
0Z = 0 when Exy is directed frontward along the +x head axis. Angular displacement of
a., away from this alignment toward the +y (left) head axis denoted as positive (+97).

9 7 = M z (t) = arc tan (a y/ax )
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APPENDIX

NOMENCLATURE FOR SELECTED VESTIBULAR RESPONSE MEASURES

This appendix presents recommendations on nomenclature for the mathematical identifi-

cation of experimental data collected to quantify response measures commonly used to study the

static and dynamic characteristics of the vestibular system. Establishment of the cardinal head

axes as a common measurement reference for all motion parameters provides a consistent means

of relating eye, target, and cupula response measures to the evoking stimuli.

STATIC AND DYNAMIC EYE MOTIONS

The function of this section is to provide notation for the mathematical identification of

the various static and dynamic oculovestibular responses which may be elicited by acceleration

stimuli. The notation is intended specifically for vestibular investigations which require math-

ematical identification of measured eye motions of the three basic forms generally described as

rotary, vertical, and horizontal, and is not directed toward the study of the biophysical charac-

teristics of the eye proper or its suspension system. When treated independently, each form of

eye motion is for all practical measurement purposes equivalent to rotation of the eye about an

axis parallel to one of the cardinal head axes. In essence, rotary eye motion is equivalent to

rotation of the eye about an axis parallel to the x (front-back) head axis so that the eye is

observed to roll left or right in the frontal head plane. Vertical eye motion is equivalent to

rotation of the eye about an axis parallel to the y (left-right) head axis so that the eye is

observed to pitch up or down in a sagittal head plane. Horizontal eye motion is equivalent to

rotation of the eye about or, axis parallel to the z (vertex-base) head axis so that the eye is

observed to yaw left or right in a horizontal head plane,.

The symbol 0 (lower case Greek psi) has been chosen as the basic motion symbol for

rotation of the eye about each of the axes. The instantaneous angular displacement, velocity,

and acceleration of the eye measured relative to the skull are identified as t^, 	 and t^,

respectively, and an appropricte x, y, or z subscript is assigned to each parameter to denote

the form of eye motion. This notation can be summarized as follows:

y'X 	 X, wx = Rotary (roll) eye motion: Instantaneous angular displacement,

velocity, and acceleration of the eye about the x head

axis. Roll rightward motions denoted as positive (+ ^X , +OX,

+0X).
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^,,, ^y 	Vertical (pitch) eye motion: Instantaneous angular displace-

ment, velocity, and acceleration oy	 lf the eye about the y

head axis. Pitch downward motions denoted as positive

''r.
	

(+ OY / +` y / + 0 Y) •

0Z 	 Z , OZ = Horizontal (yaw) eye motion: Instantaneous angular dis-

placement, velocity, arid acceleration of the eye about

the z head axis. Yaw leftward motions denoted as

positive (+0,, +0Z, +0Z).

The form of this nomenclature is summarized at the top of Figure Al . In this sketch an

erect, right-handed, rectangular Cartesian coordinate frame with mutually orthogonal xe , ye

and z e axes is assumed to be rigidly fixed to a single eye. For one particular quiescent

orientation of the eye, the x e , y e , and ze primary eye axes are assumed to be in parallel

alignment with the x, y, and z cardinal head axes. Rotary eye motions are then defined by

rotation of the eye about its x e axis which changes the orientation of the ye and z e axes of

the frontal plane o.^ the eye relative to the y and z axes of the frontal plane of the head. The

practical aspects of the measurement of the resultant ^),, displacement are illustrated in the two

drawings at the lower left of Figure Al which represent frontal plane views of the eye as seen

by an observer facing the subject. As shown in the upper drawing, X = 0° when the eye is in

the resting position where z e is aligned with z; at the bottom, OX = +450 for a 45
0
 roll of the

eye toward the right of the subject where 0, is measured as the angular deviation of z e from

Z . A 45
0 roll of the eye toward the left of the subject would be identified as 	 = - 45

0
.

An equivalent OY description of vertical eye displacement is provided in the drawings at

the center in Figure Al which represent sagittal views of the eye as seen from the left. The

angular deviation of the x e eye axis from the x head axis serves for measurement of 0.. A

similar 0, description of horizontal eye displacement is presented at the lower right in Figure Al

where the eye is shown as viewed from above. Again, the angular displacement of the x e eye

axis from the x head axis serves for measurement of Z .

Regardless of the form of the eye motion, the plus or minus sign prefix to be assigned to

the measured values of t^, 	 to describe the direction of the parameter derives from appli-

cation of the right-hand rule of rotation to the positive head/eye axes. That is, when the thumb

of the right hand is pointed in the direction of the positive head/eye axis about which the angular

motions are occurring, eye displacement, velocity, or acceleration in the direction signified by
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VESTIBULAR NOMENCLATURE	 EYE MOTION NOTATION

INSTANTANEOUS ANGULAR
+Z

DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY,
AND ACCELERATION OF
THE EYES +ze

* =_ Ji m + qz

units: degrees , radians

SCHEMATIC;
OUTLINE OF

EYE

-----;^=---- +y

-	 ^ + ye
'	 +*y

X , y , Z = HEAD AXES
,,11'^

+ Y'x
♦ XQ

xe, Ye , Z e = PRIMARY EYE AXES

+X

-^y - ^y l ley ^z
ROTARY (ROLL) EYE MOTIONS VERTICAL (PITCH) EYE MOTIONS HORIZONTAL (YAW) EYE MOTIONS

yZ FRONTAL PLANE VIEW XZ MID-SAGITTAL PLANE VIEW Xy HORIZONTAL PLANE VIEW

+Z +Z +X

±Z e +Ze +Xe

-- -+Y +X +y

+ye +Xe +ye

l/x - 0 ° l/y =	 0 °
^z =
 0*

t'!x = +45° ^/y	 =+45° q1	 n +450

+Z +Z +X

t +^z+ze	
+ye

/----4>+y

+ze +Xe 11,

+x 4

)+X

+Y

+

+ye

EYE EYE EYE
ROLL PITCH YAW
RIGHT DOWN LEFT

Figure Al
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the curl of the fingers will be measured as positive values of t^, t^, and	 respectively.

The resultant polarity conventions are such that positive values of 0X , O y , and 0Z denote

angular displacements of the eye in the roll right, pitch down, and yaw left directions, respec-

tively, with negative values of 0, , oy, and 0, denoting displacements in the roll left, pitch

up,and yaw right directions, respectively.

The identification of the primary eye axes as xe, ye j and 2 8 is provided only to

establish the polarity sense implied by the notation and can be disregarded in she actual appli-

cation of the nomenclature. Consider a typical experimental situation in which it is expected

that a particular stimulus will produce an oculovestibular response in the form of a static rotary

eye displacement (ocular torsion or counterrol l) . Regardless of the technique used to record the

angular eye motion the procedure will become one of obtaining a measure of the eye orientation

under quiescent or control conditions and a measure of the eye orientation while exposed to the

stimulus. For example, assume that c measuremen. technique showed that the eyes were oriented

0.80 to the left before applying the stimr)Ius and 6.0 0 to the right after application of the

stimulus. The notation would describe these data as 0, = - 0.8 0 and 0X =+ 6.00 , respectively.

The same procedure can be used to identify quuntitai ively dynamic vertical and horizontal

eye motions which may be of smooth continuous form or of discontinuous nystagmic form (motions

marked by distinct fast and slow components of the eye velocity). In general, the directional

nature of such nystagmus responses is identified in terms of the direction of the motion cf the eye,

i.e., eye velocity, rather ti.an of the exact instantaneous	 , lacement of the eye. It is common

clinical practice to use the expressions "nystagmus left" or "nystagmus up" to describe horizontal

and ver: ical nystagmus with fast com ponents of eye velocity directed to the patient's left and

upward, respectively. However, in many research applications the instantaneous magnitude and

direction of the slow component of eye velocity and its time or phase relationship to the effect-

"ng stimulus are considered the distinguishing characteristics of the nystagmic response. For

such applications it is obvious that an equation describing nystagmic eye velocity will derive

its polarity sense `rom the direction of the slow component with + x , +t^ y , and + 0, denoting

that, at the instant of concern, the slow componems of nystagmus are in the roll right, pitch

down, and yaw left directions, respectively.

VISUAL TARGET ORIENTATION

In studies concerned with static time-invariant linear acceleration stimuli, the subjective

perception of the spatial orientation of a visual target relative to coordinates established by

either the force field environment proper or by the anatomy of the participating subject has
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served as a meas •_;re of vestibular function. Depending upon the experimental approach, the

subject may be given direct control of the visual target motions so that he can manually a!irn

the target with an assigned reference frame or he may be only required to estimate the orien-

tation of a fixed-attitude vislaal target relative to 	 reference. For static tilts of the frontal

yz head plane in the terrestrial environment, a typical subjective judgment would involve the

alignment of the long dimension of a rotary line target to either an Earth-vertical axis or an

Earth-horizontal plane as defined by the direction of the gravitational acceleration vector and

a plane at right angles to the vector, respectively. If this same tilt were performed o"board a

centrifuge, the resultant vertical axis and resultant horizontal plane, as defined by the direction

of the resultant of the gravitational and centripetal accelerations and a plane at right angles to

the resultant, respectively, would generally serve as the force-based reference for the subjective

judgments.

When the task involves the alignment of a target to egocentrically based coordinates, the

anatomical axes and planes of the subject serve as reference. Such judgments might involve

the alignment of the long dimension of a target to the longitudinal body axis, i.e., morphological

vertical axis, and the elevation or depression, or the left or right displacement, of arorget so

that it would be in the visual dead ahead position.

In general, whether the judgments are keyed to extracorporeal or to morphological refer-

ence coordinates, it is possible to describe the related visual target adjustments in terms of three

basic angular motions of the target. By man-referencing these target motions, each can be

independently equated to ro gation of the target about one of the three cardinal x, y, and z

head axes. As viewed by the subject, a target can be made to rotate (roil) about the x head

axis so that it appears tilted CW or CCW; it can be made to rotate (pitch) about the y head axis

so that it rjppear:; to be elevated or depressed; or it can be made to rotate (yaw) rbout the z

head axis so that it appears displaced to the left or right. It is proposed that the orientation of a

visual target be specified in terms of its angular displacements about the cardinal head axes,

where the measured angles are to be identified by the symbol T (lower case Greek tau) with an

appropriate x , y, or z subscript to distinguish among the three forms of target motion. The

angles T, 1 T y , and T, thus provide a quantified description of the just--described roll, pitch,

and yaw target motions, respectively.

The three forms of target motion pertinent to this notation can be separately described as

follows. The roll motion involves the rotation of a line target in a plane parallel to the frontal

yz hecd plane where the rotational axis of the target lies on a projection of the x head axis
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at eye level. The pitch motion involves the elevation or depression of a target which is con-

strained to move in a projection of 0.r miI-sagittal xz head plane. The yaw motion involves

the left or right displacement of a target which is constrained to move in a projection of the

horizontal x y head plane at eye-level. For these three forms of target motion 7- ,,, T y , and

T z are separately identified and measured as

Tx = Roll target rotation about the x head axis: Measured as the angular

deviation (CW or CCV^) of a line target from the mid-sagittal xz
head plane where T X = 0 when the long dimension of the target

is in this plane; roll right displacement (CVO tilt) as viewed by

subject denoted as positive angle (+-r.,).

T y = Pitch target rotation about the y head axis: Measured as the angular

deviation of the target above or below the horizontal xy head plane

at eye level where T, = 0 when the target lies in this plane; pitch

downward displacement as viewed by subject denoted as positive

angle (+Ty).

T, = Yaw target rotation about the z head axis. Measured as the angular

eaviation of the target to the left or right of the mid-scgittal Yz

head plane where Ty = 0 when the target lies in this plane; yaw

leftward displacement as viewed by subject denoted as positive

angle (+Tz).

The form of the notation is described pictorially at the top of Figure A2 where it is

schematically hypothesized that a subject is surrounded by a target sphere which can be made to

rotate about him. The x t , y t , orid z t axes define the coordinates of a right- handed, rectangu-

lar Cartesian coordinate frame which is fixed to the target sphere and whose origin (center of the

sphere) is co' rcidental with the origin of the cardinal x, y, and z head axes. Under quiescent

conditions the corresponding axes of both frames are assumed to be in parallel alignment. As

indicated in this drawing, a simple line target is assumed to be rigidly fixed to the interior of the

sphere where the center of the target lies on the x t axis and its long dimension is parallel to the

z t oxis. The target is thus dead ahead of the subject along the .x head axis at eye level and

aligned with the z head axis so that its orientation is measured as T X = T y = Tz = 00.

,,ter
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VESTIBULAR NOMENCLATURE VISUAL TARGET ORIENTATION — HEAD REFERENCE
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Figure A2
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With the subject remaining fixed in space,rotation of the sphere about each of its x t , Yt,
or z t axes produces the roll, pitch, or yaw angular displacements of the target which are

measured as T K If 
T 

Y , or T Z , respectively. The zero reference and the positive measurement

sense for each of the three target angles are shown in the three sets of drawings at the bottom of

Figure A2 which present frontal, sagittal, and horizontal views of the subject enclosed within

the target sphere. In each set only one form of target motion is allowed; e.g., in the frontal

view the target sphere is rotated only about its x t axis so that T. = T Z = Oo . In each case

target displacements are measured as positive angles when the displacement is in the direction

of the curl of the fingers of the right hand when the thumb is directed along the positive x, y,
or Z head/target axis about which the target rotates. As with the eye axis notation, the x t ,

t t , and z t target axes have been defined to establish only the measurement intent of the

notation and may be disregarded in practice.

The notation has the most direct application in centrifuge studies in which the head is

tilted about either the x or d axis relative to the resultant linear acceleration. In such studies

the visual target device proper usually moves with the subject so that its axes remain in fixed

alignment with the cardinal head axes. Hence, direct measures of the T X , Ty, and T T target

angles can be readily obtained in the experimental situation. For the roll type of motion TX

is usually derived directly by conventional angular displacement measurement techniques (poten-

tiometer, synchro, shaft-encoder, etc.). However, vertical pitch and horizontal yaw motions

are usually produced by devices which move a target along a rectilinear path with the position of

the target being measured as its linear displacement from some reference point on the path. These

linear displacements can be converted to the angular Ty and T z measures through the simple

t; igonometric relationships existing between the linear target displacement and the distance

between the target and the eyes.

The primary advantage of the T notation, other than its simplicity of form, derives from

the fact that the description of the spatial orientation of extracorporeal targets, visual or other-

wise, is man-referenced to the cardinal head axes. The same rules used to define the morphologi-

cal direction of an acceleration stimulus, e.g., the linear acceleration direction angle 0 of the

magnitude/direction notation, can be used to establish the morphological direction or orientation

of a visual target. Further, when a response task involves judgments keyed to directional param-

eters of the stimulus, a numerical as well as polarity correspondence will result between the T

response notation and the 0 stimulus notation.
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To illustrate,  consider the previously discussed centrifuge example (Figure 6) in which a

subject was seated tangentially with his face in the direction of the CCW rotation. With the

centrifuge at constant angular velocity the resultant linear acceleration stimulus is defined in

magnitude/direction form as A = A Y Z = A Y Z L 0x . Changes in the steady-state velocity

level thus change the magnitude and direction of A in the frontal yz head plane. Under these

conditions a typical experimental task is to have a subject align a rotary target with his percep-

tion of the direction of resultant vertical, i.e., the direction of the resultant acceleration

vector. With tie recommended T notation the angular displacement of the target away from

the z head axis is measured as Tx .

For the operating condition of this example described by equation (12), the acceleration

stimulus is identified as A = A Y Z = 2.0 gL -600 . If the visual target were aligned initially with

the z head axis, the subject would rotate the target CCW toward A Y Z. leading to negative

values of Tx . If the subject exactly aligned the target with the objective value of resultant

vertical, then the measured value of Tx would be -600 . In effect, the objective value of Tx

will always equal 0x for this form of judgment regardless of how the frontal plane stimulus is

generated, e.g., whether accomplished by varying centrifuge velocity as in this example, or

by varying head tilt on a centrifuge which has a free-swinging chair that moves to the resultant

angle

The some format obtains when a subject is required to estimate the height of the resultant

horizon by raising or lowering a visual target when the stimulus is directed in the sagittal xz

head plane, The target is objectivel., oriented at the horizon when its T Y angular displacement

about the y head axis is equal to the ¢ Y direction angle of the stimulus.

THEORETICAL CUPULA-ENDOLYMPH MOTIONS

It has been common analytical' practice to treat each set of the three sets of semicircular

canals as a single receptor mechanism whose cupula-endolymph elements are angularly displaced

relative to the canal whenever the mechanism is angularly accelerated. The theoretical motion

parameters of the cupu la-endo lymph system are then related to the angular motion parameters of

the head to derive a functional relationship between acceleration input and cupula-endolymph

output.

When such an approach is used, it is recommended that the motion parameters of the

cupula-endolymph system be keyed to the symbol ^ (lower case Greek xi) used by van Egmond,

Groen, and Jongkees (ref. A.1). With their notation the theoretical instantaneous angular
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displacement,velocity,and acceleration of the cupu la- endo lymph system relative to the skull are

identified as	 , ^, and ^, respectively. When it is desired to become specific about the rela-

tive direction of these parameters, the x, y, and z head axes in conjunction with the right-

hand rule of rotation can serve as reference. For example, the primary axis of sensitivity of

the horizontal semicircular canals to angular acceleration stimuli may be assumed in general

alignment with the z head axis (PIthough more probably tilted back 200 to 300 in the sagittal

xz head plane) . When the head is angularly accelerated from rest about the z axis in the CCW

direction as viewed from above, a , is measured as a positive quantity (+a z ). This condition

results in a CW displacement of the cupula-endolymph system of the horizontal canals measured

relative to the skull so that ^, 	 and	 would all be of negative polarity. When it is desired

to identify separately the directional response of each member of a particular set of canals, it is

obvious that the description of the theoretical cupula--endolymph motions can be further reduced

to their ampullofugal or ampullopetal directions of flow.

It is also recommended that when these motion parameters are used in conjunction with

Steinhausen's torsion pendulum concept of semicircular canal behavior to dev. , lop a linear,

second-order, differential equation description of the system, the related equations of motion

be defined as either

according to the mechanics convention used by van Egmond, Groen, and Jongkees (ref, A.1)

or as

+ 2 wn + wn2 S = a (t)	 (A2)

according to the servomechanism convention used by Hixson and Niven (ref. A.2). Equation

(Al) presents a direct description of the theoretical physical characterist; -s of the cupula

endolymph system defined simply as

G = equivalent rotational inertia

n = equivalent rotational viscous damping

0 = equivalent rotational stiffness

a(t)= angular acceleration of the skull

(A 1)
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Equation (A2) presents a fully equivalent description in terms of the system performance charac-

teristics

C	 = equivalent damping ratio

Wn = equivalent undamped characteristic angular frequency	
I

The coefficients of the two equations are related as

n/ E) = 2Cwn

A/E) = Wn2

n/0 = 2 C/Wn

In certain cases it may be desirable to approach the biophysics of the two sets of vertically

oriented semicircular canals in a similar manner. Although the axes of these ca ►ial sets are not

in anatomical alignment with the x and y head axes, for all practical purposes it might be

hypothesized that their axes of sensitivity, relaNve to the production of rotary and vertical

nystagmus, are so aligned. The various response combinations of these four canals could then be

interpreted by assuming that they could be replaced by two equivalent canals, one with a sensi-

tive axis aligned with the x head axis and the other with a sensitive axis aligned with the y

head axis. Again, the x, y, and z cardinal head axes can be usad as subscripts to distingu sh

among the , ,	 motion parameters of the three sets of canals.
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